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Abstract 

 

The purpose of this thesis is to gain understanding of the main challenges of public 

diplomacy in the case of Romania after the 2007 European Union membership acceptance. The 

situation that presents itself after 2007 was only looked at in correlation to the country’s past 

attempts to create a national brand that includes elements of public diplomacy.  

Not being able to create an identity after the fall of communism and high expectations 

from the European community, together create the situation in which Romania finds itself not 

only before 2007 but more visible after the European Union membership.  

Looking at the European context and examples of the connectivity between challenges a 

set of possible recommendations are constructed to overcome the challenges. 

Both challenges are present before and after 2007 but once the European Union 

membership was granted they became even more visible. 

The information is based on secondary sources (e.g. reference books, research papers, 

reports, journals’ articles, etc.) from organizations, publishers, universities, research institutes, 

media outlets, individuals, etc. 

 

Key words: public diplomacy, public diplomacy challenges, national identity, Romania, 

European Union 
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論文摘要 
 

公共外交的挑戰:羅馬尼亞的案例 
 

韋妲 ，國立政治大學俄羅斯研究所碩士 

 

 

  論文的目的是想要了解羅馬尼亞自 2007 年成為歐盟成員後，在公共外交面對的主要

挑戰。作者試圖從 2007 年以後，找出羅馬尼亞公共外交元素，理解該國在建立國家品牌

的努力。 

  共產主義解體之後，羅馬尼亞不能夠建立自己的認同，無力面對歐洲聯盟的高期望。

這兩個情況共同導致羅馬尼亞 2007 年之前的困境，加入歐盟之後這個困境更甚。看歐洲

的環境及挑戰，羅馬尼亞爲克服挑戰努力以赴，但步履艱辛。 

本論文參考資料主要是二手資料（例如：參考書，研究論文，報告，期刊文章等），

但作者自信這些資料價值不容懷疑。 

 

 

 

關鍵詞：羅馬尼亞，公共外交，公共外交的挑戰，歐洲聯盟，民族認同 
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2 Chapter I – Introduction 
 

2.1 Background and Context of the Study 
 

Public Diplomacy is considered to be a new topic of research but nevertheless a great 

deal has been written in regards to it. By 2012 there were around “150 definitional statements of 

public diplomacy”
1
. As in theory, in practice we can identify different variations that are being 

put in use according to the specific of the country engaging in public diplomacy. Looking at 

Europe alone we can see a range of different interpretations of public diplomacy. 

 A country having a public diplomacy strategy may help the overall communication of its 

interest to foreign audiences but the response to it cannot always be predicted. Situations in 

which public diplomacy is more appropriate, as a response to a difficult image perception abroad, 

can occur, in which case the battle between traditional and new approaches to diplomacy are 

more obvious.  

Regardless of the debate between the old and the new interpretations of public diplomacy, 

public diplomacy remains an inexact science that from the conception of its strategy to the 

implementation and evaluation it can encounter challenges that are either related to the country 

that is sending out the message or to the foreign audience that the message is directed to.   

Identifying the challenges, understanding the context in which they came into existence and 

overcoming them is essential for public diplomacy to work.  

In order to make the case of the importance that must be given to challenges posed to an 

effective public diplomacy, the case of Romania’s public diplomacy in the European Union after 

the 2007 membership will be presented.  Since 2007 attempts at creating a national brand have 

become national priority only soon after to be marginalized in the same time when negative news 

articles were headlines in some west European countries, as Great Britain. 

                                                           
1
 Jan Mellisen, “Public Diplomacy,”,paper presented at the Korea Public Diplomacy Forum, International 

Symposium, July 19, 2012, p. 49. 
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On top of it all, Romania must prepare to hold the 2019 European Union Presidency 

occasion for which a re- focus on its image in the European Union and an understanding of the 

challenges posed to its public diplomacy is vital. 

The scope of this paper is to gather and interpret information about the most notable 

public diplomacy situations that Romania has faced after 2007. The information can contribute to 

a better understanding of the main challenges of public diplomacy and what can be done to 

overcome them. 

The limitations of this paper are: the case of Romania’s public diplomacy after 2007 is 

looked at as a continuation of the country’s past attempts at public diplomacy not comparing 

with other countries.  

From the European countries only Great Britain is taken as an example for Romania’s 

public diplomacy attempts after 2007, other countries are only mentioned. There are only two 

main challenges discussed internal and external, and other only presented in relation to the main 

two. 

Great Britain is chosen because at a diplomatic level the relationship with Romania does 

not present problems but the discussion about public diplomacy also incorporates the perceptions 

of the foreign public and news media and in this case the relationship is more complicated. This 

presents an opportunity to see the implications that the challenges presented in this paper pose to 

Romania’s public diplomacy. 

2.2 Previous Work on Romania’s Public Diplomacy  
 

More easily there can be found papers dealing with the subject of national branding rather 

than public diplomacy for the case of Romania but the information is similar as in the article 

“Placing Romania in the European and International Market: The Role of Image in building a 

Nation Identity” written in 2009.
1
  

                                                           
1
 Luminita Soproni, Alina Stoica and Roxana Drinda. “ Placing Romania in the European and International 

Market: The Role of Image in Building a Nation Identity,” Médias et Diversité Européenne,. Vol. 8, Collection 

Voisinages Europeens, 2012. 
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Strictly talking about what has been written about the country’s public diplomacy there 

are two notable titles: “Romania and its Public diplomacy in the process of North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization  integration”
2
 and “Romania trying to be a European brand”.  

The first one focuses more on the campaigns designed in order to obtain national and 

international support for entering the international organization and the second one focuses on 

the attempts of national branding before the acceptance in the European Union in 2007. 

Also there are two renowned practitioners Wally Olins and Simon Anhold that before and 

after 2007 presented interest in the case of Romania and how it is perceived by foreigners. Both 

of them presented what they consider to be the greatest problems and possible solutions that can 

be implemented by the government but their ideas were never integrated in the national strategies 

created to promote the country’s image abroad. 

2.3 Overview of the Research Paper 
 

Public diplomacy and national branding are related meaning that if one encounters 

challenges the other part will be affected equally given an extra argument for the understanding 

of the challenges facing it. As Wally Olins famously states “the alternative is for countries to 

trade up, differentiating themselves like consumer brands- emphasizing their art, culture, history, 

food, architecture, landscape and other unique characteristics through sophisticated imagery.”
3
  

In order to better understand the connections between the terms public diplomacy, 

national brand, challenges of public diplomacy and other related terms the second chapter 

presents the most important and frequently used terms in this paper.  

Public diplomacy has given us a change to try to look beyond traditional diplomacy. In 

chapter three as we go through the main definitions regarding this term the main focus is on the 

actors engaged in public diplomacy, as in the sender and receiver of the message, the message, 

the medium and ethical challenges. 

                                                           
2
 Liliana Neumann, “Romania and its Public Diplomacy in the Process of NATO Integration,” PhD. Diss., 

Babes-Bolyai University, 2011, accessed March 11, 2013, 

 http://doctorat.ubbcluj.ro/sustinerea_publica/rezumate/2011/relatii-internationale/NEUMANN_LILIANA_EN.pdf. 
 

3
 Wally Olins, “Making a National Brand,” in The New Public Diplomacy: Soft Power in International  

Relations, ed. Jan Melissen, New York, Ed. Palgrave, 2005, p. 175. 

http://doctorat.ubbcluj.ro/sustinerea_publica/rezumate/2011/relatii-internationale/NEUMANN_LILIANA_EN.pdf
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The problem is that there are so many countries with their own distinct history, 

characteristics and shortcomings that is relatively impossible to apply only one type of public 

diplomacy strategy in order to create an accurate depiction of a situation a country is in. 

Considering the main focus of this paper as being the challenges of public diplomacy the 

literature review is an important part of understanding not only the challenges but also the 

possible solutions for the country case given in this paper by looking at different public 

diplomacy definitions. Also critique to public diplomacy is included considering that the views 

on the importance of public diplomacy are divided.  

Chapter four presents two of the possible challenges for public diplomacy: the struggle 

for creating a national identity, as internal challenge, and negative press news in foreign media, 

as external challenge. 

In chapter five the European perception of Romania and the main public diplomacy 

actions after 2007 in Great Britain are presented a case where traditional diplomacy is working 

between the two countries but for Romania’s public diplomacy to work this country presents one 

challenge meaning negative news.  

Chapter six presents possible solutions based on long term image and relation building 

public diplomacy actions. Long term image building based on the country specific value system 

and making use of domestic sources of soft power. 

Long term relation building refers to cultural actions, educational exchange, use of media 

and national branding. Public diplomacy momentums relay on the fast and adequate responses to 

current topics that have international appeal. 

For the conclusion part a review of the main ideas are presented and also possible new 

directions of research. 

.  
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3 Chapter II - Definition of Key Terms and Concepts 

 

It is important to explain the main terms that will be used in this paper. All of them will 

be explained in relation to what can represent public diplomacy.  

Traditional Diplomacy consists of actions that aim to influence the decision makers of 

foreign countries, actions that are conducted only by those working in the diplomacy.  

Public Diplomacy can be considered to be a specific line of activities done by a 

country’s government, in collaboration with other public or private entities, using soft power in 

order to promote and enhance a positive image in the eyes of foreign publics. 

New Public Diplomacy features a multitude of actors and actions engaged in the national 

promotion in the international arena. 

Challenges for Public Diplomacy can be internal or external.  

Internal refers to those challenges that have to deal with the actor responsible for the 

public diplomacy strategy. These can include: lack of national identity, a heavy bureaucratic 

structure that slows down the implementation process of the public diplomacy strategy, lack of 

funding, lack of political stability, partial implementation of the strategy.  

External refers to those challenges encounter in the country where the actor wants to 

implement the public diplomacy. These can include: foreign publics that have a negative 

perception towards the country that is trying to implement the public diplomacy actions, strain 

relations with the media and other actors engaged in public diplomacy, the history of that country, 

the historical relations between the two countries, the relationship of the foreign public with its 

media. 

Public Diplomacy Tools 

In order to achieve this objective a set of tools can be attributed to the public diplomacy 

strategy implementation. These events targeting the larger part of the foreign public can include: 

cultural programs, academic exchanges, media relations, and branding activities.  
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Cultural Programs refer to the activities that use cultural aspects of a country’s national 

identity and artistic expressions as a way of promotion and creation of a dialogue platform to 

engage with foreign publics. 

Academic Exchanges include the mobilization of students and scholars through 

opportunities to study abroad and engaging in joint projects, conferences and research. 

Media Relations can refer not only to the relationships of the foreign ministry press 

representative with local and foreign media but also to the relationships between the media and 

foreign publics. Related to this topic is also the use of technology and social media to 

communicate that is more specific to public diplomacy.  

National Branding Activities include the actions undertaken by the designated 

governmental bodies to create, promote and implement a national image strategy in order to 

promote the country abroad.  

One example can be having a national image as a touristic destination as in the case presented in 

this paper.  

Political Stability meaning the likelihood that the government can be destabilized or 

overturned by unconstitutional means, in this paper it refers to changes in government due to 

elections or political rivalry will not interfere with the directives given to the established 

governmental bodies responsible for the national promotion abroad. 

Public Diplomacy Momentums refer to fast and adequate responses to topics that have 

international appeal in order to receive positive attention. 

Soft Power coined by Nye in the late 1980s, the term "soft power" -- the ability of a 

country to persuade others to do what it wants without force or coercion. 

Smart Power is the combination of hard power and soft power in ways that reinforce the 

intentions of a government  

National Image the sum of natural, social, cultural images of a country that are used to 

present it to foreign public. 
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4 Chapter III – Literature Review 
 

4.1 Introduction 
 

Public diplomacy is mainly considered to belong to the international relations sphere but 

nevertheless scholars from related fields such as political sciences, history, communication 

studies, public relations and marketing have contributed with research that has transformed 

public diplomacy intro a multidisciplinary field of study.  

The discussion about public diplomacy in the academic field and the openness of 

diplomacy to engage with foreign publics do not mean that in practice traditional diplomacy is 

not used any more. It remains an essential component of a national state diplomacy in conducting 

its foreign policy.  

It is argued that at the core of public diplomacy we can find cultural diplomacy, or the 

advancing of a state’s culture abroad. Considering that both of them nurture on soft power. For 

reaching out to culture in creating a narrative to be used in presenting  a country’s image abroad 

a series of actors that are more engaged in cultural activities as non- governmental organizations 

emerge in the discussion of public diplomacy and where the lines between public diplomacy 

based on culture and cultural promotion can be drawn.  

 The discussion of the practice of public diplomacy based on cultural diplomacy, we can 

see there are other actors responsible for public diplomacy beyond a states government. Having 

other actors besides the government conducting public diplomacy leads us to the discussion of 

the importance of management and coordination of a state’s public diplomacy. 

In developing a coherent and coordinated nation brand strategy, there need to be a firm 

and clearly signaled commitment by the country’s political leaders regarding the need for 

diplomacy, tourism, export promotion and inward investment to work together.
1
  

Also by stressing the importance of public in public diplomacy we get to the idea of 

openness of diplomatic missions to engaging with specific publics in a direct way which leads us 

to the importance of media and how it can be best used.   

Considering the multitude views on public diplomacy one can easily remain trapped in 

                                                           
1
 Keith Donnie, “More than Tourism: the Challenges of Nation Branding in Asia,” Global Asia, Vol. 7, No. 

3, Fall 2012, p. 17. 
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the discussion about this topic. Also having a variety of countries with specific history and 

characteristics makes it difficult to assess if a country’s public diplomacy efforts are at large 

efficient.  

This paper suggests taking in consideration a combination of two ideas about public 

diplomacy in order to try an assessment of a country’s public diplomacy.  

The first one is that public diplomacy does not replace traditional diplomacy. There are cases 

where countries still heavily rely on traditional diplomacy; others have a combination of both or 

have orientated their attention to using more of public diplomacy.  

The second one is that public diplomacy should be evaluated according to the strategic 

narrative of the country and how the application of public diplomacy actions influences the 

country’s strategic narrative.  

Public diplomacy momentums, meaning that the listening component of public 

diplomacy can direct the actions of public diplomacy as opportunities arise. Being able to adapt 

the directions of public diplomacy request constant attention to what is new and trending and 

being able to create a right message in order to receive the wanted reactions.  

The focus here is on the communication strategy that should include the right message 

regarding the specific public diplomacy momentums.  

Having the state’s political body, stakeholders, civil society and entrepreneurs all educated and 

on the same page when talking about public diplomacy and how it should be implemented is also 

an essential point in combating this challenge. 

Also states find themselves in different stages of accepting the new components of 

diplomacy that is why trying to respond to external challenges, as negative news articles 

published in foreign media, may not always be solved with traditional diplomatic responses.  

That is why it is important to understand not only traditional diplomacy but also new 

components of diplomacy as the new public diplomacy and how the mix of the two can help 

create better diplomatic responses. 
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4.2 Brief Chronology of Research 
 

4.2.1 Public Diplomacy in the Cold War Period - More Than Propaganda 

  

 In 1963, Edward R. Murrow, the noted broadcaster who was director of the United 

States Information Agency in the Kennedy administration, defined public diplomacy as 

interactions not only with foreign governments but primarily with nongovernmental individuals 

and organizations, and often presenting a variety of private views in addition to government 

views. 

As Edward R. Murrow describes it: “good public diplomacy has to go beyond 

propaganda. Nor is public diplomacy merely public relations campaigns. Conveying information 

and selling a positive image is part of it, but public diplomacy also involves building long-term 

relationships that create an enabling environment for government policies”.
2
 

The idea of public diplomacy went on to be further developed and slowly gained more 

attention. Not long after the term was used by Edward E. Murrow, it was coined at Fletcher in 

1965 by the Dean Edmund A. Gullion, 

 In his definition, “public diplomacy deals with the influence of public attitudes on the 

formation and execution of foreign policies. It encompasses dimensions of international relations 

beyond traditional diplomacy; the cultivation by governments of public opinion in other 

countries; the interaction of private groups and interests in one country with those of another; the 

reporting of foreign affairs and its impact on policy; communication between those whose job is 

communication, as between diplomats and foreign correspondents; and the processes of inter-

cultural communications."
3
 

 

                                                           
2
 Joseph S. Nye Jr., “Public Diplomacy and Soft Power,” The ANNALS of the American Academy of 

Political and Social Science, 2008, p. 94, accessed December 10, 2012, doi: 10.1177/0002716207311699. 

3
 Nicholas J. Cull, “Public Diplomacy Before Gullion: The Evolution of a Phrase,” USC Center on Public 

Diplomacy, 2006, accessed December 20, 2012,  http://uscpublicdiplomacy.org/pdfs/gullion.pdf  

http://uscpublicdiplomacy.org/pdfs/gullion.pdf
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4.2.2 After 9/11- Soft Power 

 

 Furthermore attention must be given to an important development in ideas that 

helps us better understand public diplomacy and that is soft power, a concept coined by Joseph S. 

Nye.  

 Joseph S. Nye Jr. a distinguished service professor and former dean of Harvard’s 

Kennedy School of Government. In his article Public diplomacy and soft power he underlines 

three dimensions of public diplomacy daily communication, strategic communication and 

development of lasting relationships with key individuals over many years through scholarships, 

exchanges, training, seminars, conferences, and access to media channels. Related to the 

international relations he points out the importance of soft power, where public diplomacy takes 

a stand, in building a national image. 

 This does not only show the continuity in the development of the term but also the 

importance that is being given to its significance. Constant changes in the international context 

offer the opportunity for countries to explore more possibilities in the usage of their assets when 

presenting themselves. 

 In international politics, the resources that produce soft power arise in large part 

from the values an organization or country expresses in its culture, in the examples it sets by its 

internal practices and policies, and in the way it handles its relations with others. Public 

diplomacy is an instrument that governments use to mobilize these resources to communicate 

with and attract the publics of other countries, rather than merely their governments.
4
 

 The list of soft power elements goes beyond values, culture and internal practices. 

These characteristics belong to the sender. Soft power depends not only on the characteristics of 

the sender of the message but also on the characteristics of the receiving public and how it 

interprets the sender’s message. 

                                                           
4
 Joseph S. Nye Jr., “Public Diplomacy and Soft Power,” The ANNALS of the American Academy of 

Political and Social Science, 2008, p. 94, accessed December 10, 2012, doi: 10.1177/0002716207311699. 
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That is why diplomatic attention today centers somewhat less on foreign offices, 

negotiating tables, and conference rooms, and more on the streets and television screens where 

the outlooks of masses of people are formed.  

Diplomats depend less on traditional practices in which emotion is set aside, where 

parties to negotiation refer to their position papers and deal with counterparts who share an 

established logic regarding international issues and the way to negotiate them.
5
 

Considering that soft power relies on the capacity of a country to use its assets as culture 

and political values to create a positive image in the minds of foreign publics then the way it is 

constructed and delivered not only relies on the specificity of the public but the cultural code that 

that public uses. 

Members of a common culture not only share information, they share methods of coding, 

storing and retrieving that information. These methods vary from culture to culture. Knowing 

what kind of information people from other cultures require is one key to effective international 

communication. 

  Viewed from the outside, each culture has “hidden codes” of behavior, which can rarely 

be understood without a “code breaker”. Communication experts estimate that 90 percent of 

more of all communication is conveyed by means other than language, in a culture’s nonverbal 

messages. These messages are taken for granted and transmitted more or less unconsciously.
6
 

It is not only important the coding but the medium used in order to send the message and 

that is part of the discussion in the next section. 

4.2.3 New Public Diplomacy 

 

Considering that the state is not the sole actor in the international arena new 

developments in theory regarding public diplomacy try to incorporate other actors that can 

engage in public diplomacy besides governments.  

                                                           
5
 Glen Fisher, Mindsets: The Role of Culture and Perception in International Relations, 2

nd
 ed., London, 

Intercultural Press, Inc., 1998, p. 12. 

 
6
 Edward T. Hall, Preface to Understanding Cultural Differences, Intercultural Press, Inc., 1990, xiv. 
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As Jan Melissen describes it: “public diplomacy collaboration between states and non- 

official actors is probably more flexible and results- oriented than states and official non- state 

entities working independently. This could be seen as a symptom of a rising collaborative public 

diplomacy, boiling down to more official cooperation with non- state actors and greater 

involvement by civil society. Such development presupposes the acceptance of less 

governmental control in public diplomacy”.
7
 

As presented before the sources of a country’s soft power are maintained but a greater 

emphasis is now given to determine new limits to what it can be considered public diplomacy 

and who can be responsible for it.  Additionally technology and the use of social media is an 

important part in the new public diplomacy.  

Fergus Hanson of the Lowy Institute of International Policy Australia in his 2011 paper 

“The New Public Diplomacy” presents a new take on the dimensions that can define public 

diplomacy 'E-diplomacy is not a boutique extra for foreign ministries and increasingly will be 

central to how they operate in the 21st century. 
8
 

Public diplomacy, soft power and new public diplomacy are concepts that only enhance 

the work of traditional diplomacy that states are engaged in. There are presented in order to 

better understand further in the paper the possible recommendation given in the case of Romania 

regarding its public diplomacy challenges. For the same consideration a brief history of ideas 

surrounding public diplomacy is given. 

4.3 History of Ideas  
 

Looking at traditional diplomacy, propaganda and public diplomacy we can see the shift 

in what it is considered source of power for a state and what are the ways a state can obtain this.  

 

                                                           
7
 Jan Melissen, “Beyond the New Public Diplomacy,”  Netherlands Institute of International Relations 

“Clingendael”, Clingendael Papers No. 3, 2011, p. 22, accessed December 9, 2012,  

http://www.clingendael.nl/sites/default/files/20111014_cdsp_paper_jmelissen.pdf 

 
8
 Fergus Hanson, “The New Public Diplomacy,” Lowy Institute of International Policy, 2011, accessed 

December 11, 2012, http://www.lowyinstitute.org/publications/new-public-diplomacy 
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4.3.1 Traditional Diplomacy  

 

The term "diplomacy" refers to the interaction between nation-states. Traditionally, 

diplomacy was carried out by government officials, diplomats, who negotiated treaties, trade 

policies, and other international agreements.  

The process of negotiations ranges from very formal to informal, but it tends to be fairly 

adversarial and competitive, relying on distributive or positional bargaining strategies that 

assume a win-lose situation. 

 The goal is to maintain power over weaker nations and a balance of power with nations 

of equal status. Although conflict resolution theorists have developed a multi-faceted 

understanding of power, diplomacy still focuses on the "power over" approach.
9
 

4.3.2 Propaganda  

 

Propaganda is source-based, cause-oriented, emotion-laden content that utilizes mass 

persuasion media to cultivate the mass mind in service to the source’s goals.  Its utilization is not 

good or bad as all social institutions (government, commercial, citizen-based) use propaganda for 

their own purposes.   

The ethical questions associated with propaganda involve its means/ends agreement or 

lack thereof and its asymmetrical exchange of information that always favors the sponsor of 

propaganda.  At its best, propaganda involves pro-social causes that do not stray too far from the 

truth. At its worst, propaganda serves strictly a pro-source function that uses whatever means 

necessary to fulfill its goals.
10

 

Propaganda is an instrument of war used by a government, primarily but not exclusively, 

against a present or possibly future enemy. 

                                                           
9
 International Online Training Program on Intractable Conflict, “Official Track One Diplomacy,” Conflict 

Research Consortium, University of Colorado, 2005, accessed January 4, 2013, 

http://www.colorado.edu/conflict/peace/treatment/track1.htm 

 
10

 Nancy Snow, “Public Diplomacy and Propaganda: Rethinking Diplomacy in the Age of Persuasion,”E- 

International Relations, 2012, accessed December 13, 2012, 

 http://www.e-ir.info/2012/12/04/public-diplomacy-and-propaganda-rethinking-diplomacy-in-the-age-of-persuasion/ 

http://www.colorado.edu/conflict/peace/treatment/track1.htm
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White propaganda is correctly attributed to the sponsor and the source is truthfully 

identified. Gray propaganda, on the other hand, is unattributed to the sponsor and conceals the 

real source of the propaganda.  

The objective of gray propaganda is to advance viewpoints that are in the interest of the 

originator but that would be more acceptable to target audiences than official statements. Black 

propaganda also camouflages the sponsor's participation.  

But while gray propaganda is unattributed, black propaganda is falsely attributed. Black 

propaganda is subversive and provocative; it is usually designed to appear to have originated 

from a hostile source, in order to cause that source embarrassment, to damage its prestige, to 

undermine its credibility, or to get it to take actions that it might not otherwise. Black 

propaganda is usually prepared by secret agents or an intelligence service because it would be 

damaging to the originating government if it were discovered.
11

 

 

4.3.3 Public Diplomacy and Cultural Diplomacy  

 

 Effective public diplomacy provides the groundwork necessary between state and 

society for the acceptance and legitimacy of a country's policy actions and outreach. Effective 

public diplomacy can make the crucial difference in the attraction, rejection and perception of 

how a country, its people and its policies can influence and alter others' attitudes and decisions. 

If mishandled, public diplomacy can morph disastrously into propaganda, dismissed at home, 

and open to ridicule around the globe.
12

 

 For foreign policy strategists, cultural diplomacy has great value as a trust-builder, 

providing groundwork on which broader, non-arts initiatives can be constructed. Among the 

                                                           
11

 John Brow, “Propaganda, Public Diplomacy and the Smith-Mundt Act,” Huffington Post, May 26, 2012, 

accessed January 20, 2013, 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/john-brown/propaganda-public-diplomacy_b_1547214.html 

 
12

 Jill A. Schuker, “The Challenges of  Public Diplomacy and the Role of Government,” USC Center on 

Public Diplomacy, 2008, accessed December 9, 2012, 

http://uscpublicdiplomacy.org/index.php/newswire/cpdblog_detail/the_challenge_of_public_diplomacy_and_the_rol

e_of_government/ 
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strengths of cultural diplomacy is its credibility, derived from an assumption that artists are 

relatively pure of heart and above political chicanery. That is debatable, at least in some 

instances, but governments around the world take advantage of this belief.
13

 

Who you are, how you are seen, and what you do, are all questions which are intimately 

and perhaps inextricably linked, which is why no state can hope to achieve its aims in the 

modern world without a mature and sophisticated fusion of PD and nation branding.
14

 

 Yet, what is the art that people call public diplomacy? It is not traditional diplomacy, 

which consists essentially of the interactions that take place between governments. The 

practitioners of traditional diplomacy engage the representatives of foreign governments in order 

to advance the national interest articulated in their own government’s strategic goals in 

international affairs. 

  Public diplomacy, by contrast, engages carefully targeted sections of foreign 

publics in order to develop support for those same strategic goals. The practice of public 

diplomacy by professionals, including U.S. ambassadors, has changed dramatically with the 

proliferation of communications technology and the equally remarkable increase in global 

mobility.
15

 

 Public diplomacy is generally believed to refer to a national government’s efforts to 

influence international opinion on its domestic or foreign policies through public relations 

activities or intellectual exchanges targeting the media or citizen groups.  

 Public diplomacy is therefore not the same as cultural diplomacy, in that the former 

is always closely associated with a well-defined political objective and aimed at certain pre-

determined goals, while the latter is not necessarily linked to a specific political objective. The 

                                                           
13

 Philip Seib, “Making Sense of Cultural Diplomacy,” USC Center on Public Diplomacy at the Annenberg 

School, 2012, accessed January 6, 2013, 
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14
 Simon Anholt, “Public Diplomacy and Place Branding: Where’s the Link?,” in Place Branding 2, 

Palgrave Macmillan Ltd, 2006, p. 271, accessed May 2, 2013, 
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 Christopher Ross, “Public Diplomacy Comes of Age,” The Washington Quarterly, Vol. 25 No. 2, 2002,  

p. 75. 
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two sometimes overlap, however, because public diplomacy can include efforts to improve the 

nation’s image by means of cultural activities.
16

 

 Since much of cultural diplomacy consists of nations sharing forms of their creative 

expression, it is inherently enjoyable, and can therefore be one of the most effective tools in any 

diplomatic toolbox.
17

 

 National branding programs need to be managed between the public and private 

sectors through small, dedicated and highly coordinated groups that take a long-term view. It is 

essential to remember that the national/domestic audience has to understand and support the 

programme, and that means engaging and getting support from the media. There has to be a will 

on the part of significant organizations representing specific segments to take part in the 

programme. 

 Cultural, tourist, sport, fashion, arts and other organizations must be prepared to 

cooperate with chambers of commerce and government, so that the national promotional effort is 

properly coordinated. All this takes time, money, enthusiasm and tenacity.
18

. 

 While the engagement of civil society, non-state actors, the private sector, and a 

range of non-governmental organizations and policy institutions are crucial to the effective 

operation of public diplomacy, it is, at core, a function and responsibility of government. 

Therefore, it must be supported by government in word and deed, with resources that enable 

public diplomacy to be taken seriously and viewed as essential to both the policy process and to 

the public interest.  

                                                           
16

 Kazuo Ogoura,“From Ikebana to Manga And Beyond: Japan’s Cultural and Public Diplomacy Is 

Evolving,” Global Asia, Vol. 7 No. 3, 2012, accessed March 11, 2013, 
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17

 Cynthia P. Schneider, “Culture Communicates: US Diplomacy That Works,” in The New Public 
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p. 147. 
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Relations, ed. Jan Melissen, New York, Ed. Palgrave, 2007, p. 178. 
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 Public diplomacy is integral, in fact, to achieving both "soft" and "hard" power 

objectives, providing both the essential underpinning for actions, and anticipating and explaining 

the consequences of actions. 

 The argument has been made here that cultural diplomacy, especially as it regards 

the arts, should be separate and distinct from public diplomacy. In recent years, cultural 

diplomacy has become so intertwined with public diplomacy that there is practically no 

distinction between the two anymore.
19

 

4.4 Critiques 
 

 Skeptics treat the term “public diplomacy” as a mere euphemism for propaganda. 

Or see public diplomacy merely a public-relations campaign.
20

  

 Skeptics among diplomatic practitioners see public diplomacy as interfering with 

“the real job”. They coincide with a small cohort of traditionalists in diplomatic studies who 

prefer to stick to the tried and tested methods of diplomacy. Traditionalists see public diplomacy 

as a modern name for white propaganda – that is, propaganda admitting its source and directed 

mainly at foreign publics, but also at the domestic constituency.
21

 

Over the past two decades, the term ‘soft power’ is one of the most accepted concepts in 

international relations. It is widely used in the international relations’ literature and lists as one of 

the most popular clichés for policymakers. Despite the growing body of literature on the topic 

                                                           
19
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and the numerous policies that assert some use of soft power elements, there is still no agreement 

on what exactly soft power is, how it works and how to measure its effectiveness. 

The lack of a clear conceptual framework on soft power is evident when the latter is 

translated into public diplomacy and strategic communication. The way soft power campaigns 

are conducted depends on the nature of the state that exercises soft power, the type of message 

that is transmitted and the nature of the target. Recent cases of soft power operations highlight 

the fact that successful application of soft power is rather limited.
22
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5 Chapter IV - Challenges of Public Diplomacy 
 

The main two challenges to public diplomacy presented in this chapter are the lack of 

national identity and negative news reports in foreign media. Also an example is given in order 

to show the connectivity between them. 

There is interest about East Europe after the collapse of the Soviet Union and these 

countries public diplomacy efforts but there are little articles written about this topic.  

The American University of Southern California’s Annenberg School of Communication, 

Center on Public Diplomacy has a class on the topic “Regional Issues in Public Diplomacy: 

Central and Eastern Europe and Eurasia” but the countries taken in consideration do not include 

the case of Romania. 

Romania has a larger problem with its image than most of the latest batch of European 

Union accession countries. This has not been helped by the media, which tends to concentrate on 

the worse aspects of a country’s identity. 

That is, Romania was a blank page after the Revolution and this was what was first 

communicated. Communism and its fall-out also exercise a powerful hold over the western 

imagination. Before a country knows how to project a new image, it must be clear about its 

identity.  

Sincerity and objectivity are essential. Another problem is the vacuum of knowledge the 

west has of Romania. Part of this problem is that people do not feel responsible for their own 

actions. But with a country changing so quickly, it is hard for Romanians to be sure of their 

identity in a country that is not at all united socially. 

There is a need to improve this image, for the sake of new investment, increasing tourism 

and changing Romania’s cultural and political standing in Europe.
1
  

                                                           
1
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In developing countries and former communist states, no real attempts were made to 

build a popular consensus for liberal democracy, and reformist governments were expected to 

persuade their citizens to swallow the bitter pill of structural adjustment without much sugar-

coating.
2
 

Regarding public diplomacy the country’s physical proximity is to Russia, more strictly 

following traditional diplomacy rather than public diplomacy but its projected proximity is to 

West Europe and the United States that have a more clear approach to public diplomacy.  

Having elements of public diplomacy already in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, as 

differentiating public diplomacy actions from cultural diplomacy actions, is a sign that the model 

of public diplomacy that the government looks up to is that of western countries but the internal 

challenges pose a threat to its development considering that this is still far from a postmodern 

understanding of the state and public diplomacy that we can already see in some west European 

countries. 

Both challenges are related to the European context to which Romania belongs to.  After 

1989 when the political regime changed and up to and after 2007 there were no clear efforts in 

national identity building and this situation got worse after the European Union acceptance due 

to higher standards and expectations imposed by the western countries.  

Having no clear image projected abroad and being identified with negative images, due to 

set backs in implementing democratic reforms, presented in the west European news media only 

accentuated after 2007 when the context changed and Romania became a European Union 

member.  

These two challenges to public diplomacy are connected and pose serious difficulties for 

the practitioners that are responsible for creating a comprehensive national image that is to be 

presented to west European countries.  

5.1 The National Identity Challenge  
 

                                                           
2
 Mark Leonard, “Public Diplomacy,” The Foreign Policy Centre, 2002, accessed May 4, 2013, 
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The identity issue is related to the society, how it sees itself and how it acts. What can be 

said about the Romanian society is quite large in size thus raises the question of homogeneity, is 

highly rural and religious, inclined to emigrate, present low social capital, divided alongside the 

three main regions and amongst minorities. Elements which are all linked and portray a difficult 

case in the attempt of creating an unifying national image and further more a public diplomacy 

strategy. 

According to the 2011 census, the population is 19 million. Orthodox adherents constitute 

86 percent of the population, Roman Catholics 4 to 6 percent, and Greek Catholics less than 1 

percent. According to the Greek Catholic Church and media reports, irregularities by census 

takers artificially increased the number of Orthodox believers to the detriment of other religious 

groups.  

Other religious groups include Protestants, Jews, Muslims, Jehovah’s Witnesses, Bahais, 

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Mormons), Zen Buddhists, and members of the 

Family (God’s Children), the Unification Church, and the Society for Krishna Consciousness. 

Some religious groups are concentrated in particular regions. Old Rite Russian Christians 

are mainly located in Moldavia and Dobrogea. Most Muslims live in the southeast around 

Constanta. Most Greek Catholics reside in Transylvania.  

Protestants and Roman Catholics reside primarily in Transylvania. Orthodox and Greek 

Catholic ethnic Ukrainians live mostly in the north. Orthodox ethnic Serbs are primarily in Banat. 

Members of the Armenian Church are concentrated in Moldavia and the south. Virtually all 

members of the Protestant Reformed, Roman Catholic, Unitarian, and Lutheran churches from 

Transylvania are ethnic Hungarians. Approximately half of the Jewish population is in Bucharest. 

According to an 2012 April survey conducted by the Romanian Institute for Evaluation 

and Strategy, 14 percent of respondents attend church services several times a week, 48 percent 

several times a month, 16 percent several times a year, and 17 percent only on important 
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religious feasts. Most of the violations of religious freedom in Romania are against the Greek-

Catholic community in the country.
3
 

Religion diversity is linked to minority groups and can become a factor in disputes not 

only about minorities freedom of religion but also language and in more severe cases territorial 

claims by the minorities as asking to be recognized an autonomous region as in the case of 

Hungarians in Transylvania.  

According to the 2002 census, minority groups include Hungarians 1,431,807 (6.6 per 

cent), Roma 535,140 (2.5 per cent), Ukrainians/Ruthenians 61,098 (0.3 per cent) and Germans 

59,764 (0.3 per cent). Other estimates, such as the European Commission (2004), put the Roma 

population at between 1,800,000 and 2,500,000. The number of Germans fell considerably 

between 1992 (119,436) and 2002 (59,764), due to emigration to Germany. 

Hungarians are officially the most numerous minority in Romania (although likely 

outnumbered by Roma) and are overwhelmingly settled in Transylvania. The majority of 

Germans also live in Transylvania. The Roma, who are believed to be the largest minority, are 

found throughout the territory of Romania.  

Minorities are represented at national and local levels. Roma are under-represented at 

national and level, but recent special provisions have boosted Roma representation at local level.  

Mother-tongue education for minorities is widely available at the primary and secondary 

school levels, especially for Hungarians. Print and broadcast media is likewise available in many 

minority languages, especially Hungarian and German.  In regions where such other groups as 

Ukrainians, Armenians, Turks and Slovaks are concentrated, local broadcasts in their first 

languages are often available.  
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Conditions for minorities in Romania today have been significantly improved through 

reforms pushed through in the run-up to the country’s accession to the EU.
4
 

At present, one in six Romanians lives and works abroad. Since the fall of the Ceausescu 

dictatorship in 1989 (and following liberal reforms in the late 1990s), the country’s economy has 

grown steadily.  

Romania is the 49th-largest economy in the world in 2012
5
; its GDP was estimated at 

$274.1bn in 2012, slightly ahead of the United Arab Emirates and Israel, though growth has 

slowed. Romanian artists are receiving international recognition: Cristian Mungiu’s 4 Months, 3 

Weeks and 2 Days won the Palme d’Or at the Cannes Film Festival in 2007 and the writer Herta 

Müller won the 2009 Nobel Prize in Literature. 

Most of those who left in the 1990s were from parts of the country that already sent 

people to work as itinerant labourers in Romania. They moved to France, Italy and Spain – 

countries with which they share cultural and linguistic ties (Romanian is the only Romance 

language in the Slavic-dominated eastern Europe).  

They plugged gaps in labour markets – construction, agriculture, domestic services – and 

continue to do so. Rural areas such as Satu Mare, Maramures and Suceava have been 

transformed by mass emigration.
6
 

The low level of social capital can be explained by the existence of a certain negative 

effect of the communist rule on the frequency of meeting friends and confidence in institutions. 

The residents of the Eastern European countries tend to meet their friends less than the Western 

Europeans. They also have a lower level of confidence in institutions. 

                                                           
4
 Minority Rights Group International, “Romania Overview,” accessed June 11, 2013, 

http://www.minorityrights.org/?lid=3521 

 
5
 Global Resource and Information Directory, “Romania,” accessed June 8, 2013, 

http://www.fosigrid.org/europe/romania 

 
6
 Philip Maughan, ” Romania: the Old Country,” New Statesman, 2013, accessed June 12, 2013, 

 http://www.newstatesman.com/world-affairs/europe/2013/04/romania-old-country 
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 The communist experience is likely to seeded suspicion towards the others, as well as 

mistrust directed to society. However, when considering the generalized trust and the 

membership in associations, the communist heritage does no longer work as explanatory factor.
7
 

Looking at the situation of the eight administrative regions of Romania in 2013 in seven 

of them the leading company, in terms of profit, is a foreign company.    

Accepting foreign investment shows in the number of foreign companies operating in 

Romania. But the policy created to advance the economy added to the identity challenge. The 

country belongs to whom if the economic power is in foreigners hands. 

Trying to find the elements that would bound the society is important not only for 

creating an image that can be presented to foreign publics and used in the country’s public 

diplomacy but finding a consensus among the different areas of society is vital for having the 

legitimacy needed to support the story and image that is presented.  

5.2 Negative News in European Media 
 

After 1989 most of what the world knew about Romania could be summarized by the 

following list: Nadia Comaneci, vampires, gypsies, HIV-infected orphans living in deplorable 

conditions, and that a dictator of certain but unspecific notoriety was executed around the same 

time that the Berlin Wall fell.
8
 

The early years after 1989 and also after 2007 where the years when it was most needed a 

clear national message to Europe and the world about the country and the changes its going 

through but this not happen leaving the foreign publics to make an impression about the country 

based on the news articles published by their local press which were mostly negative. 

                                                           
7
 Bogdan Voicu, “Eastern Europeans and Their Lower Levels of Bridging Social Capital: Between 

Individual and Societal Determinants” in Social Capital in Romania at the Begging of the Millennium: Traveler in 

the no-Friends Land?, Iasi. Lumen 2010, accessed June 10, 2013, 

http://www.academia.edu/1388329/Bogdan_Voicu._2010._Social_Capital_in_Romania_at_the_beginning_of_the_

Milenium_Traveller_in_the_no-friends_land_Iasi_Lumen_in_Romanian_language_ 

 
8
 Sanziana Oana Marian, “Romanian Artists Fight for a Civil Society,” Huffington Post, June 26, 2012, 

accessed November 12, 2012, 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/oana-sanziana-marian/romanian-cultural institute_b_1627331.html  
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http://www.academia.edu/1388329/Bogdan_Voicu._2010._Social_Capital_in_Romania_at_the_beginning_of_the_Milenium_Traveller_in_the_no-friends_land_Iasi_Lumen_in_Romanian_language_
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In an interview in 2007 Wally Olins states about Romania’s image that it takes willpower 

for a government to work together, the need of someone in the government to be responsible of 

this branding. As Wally Olins describe it: “The public sector must work with the private sector. 

Besides this culture and sport have to be engage in a long-term consistent program. But I do not 

see anyone with the will to do it, but maybe I'm wrong. The authorities need to speak with 

people who have done so, who understand the process and know what to do”.
9
 

The national context presents the first set of challenges and the government, the one that 

should coordinate the public diplomacy for the country, is confronted not only with the national 

context but also with the challenges posed by the European context in which the country finds 

itself. 

5.3 Example of Connectivity 
 

One example is the connectivity between the two challenges is the managerial situation 

of the Romanian Cultural Institute responsible for the promotion of Romanian Culture abroad. 

The Romanian Cultural Institute, a public body founded in 2003, is tasked with raising 

the profile of Romanian culture around the world. In order to achieve this, it spreads information 

and spearheads cultural projects involving Romanian artists and writers. Furthermore, the 

Romanian Cultural Institute acts as means through which foreign audiences can experience the 

products of Romanian culture.  

Cultural exports from Romania are, for the most part, facilitated by the institute’s 16 

foreign branches, located in Berlin, Brussels, Budapest (with a subsidiary in Szeged), Istanbul, 

Lisbon, London, Madrid, New York, Paris, Prague, Rome, Stockholm, Tel Aviv, Venice, Vienna 

and Warsaw. These are tasked with organizing high-visibility cultural events adapted to suit the 

tastes of foreign audiences, while at the same time ensuring that a balance be maintained 

between their uniqueness and an international appeal. 

                                                           
9
 Cosmin Popan, “Wally Olins Interview: Romania Becomes a Brand Without Its Knowledge,” 9AM News 

Publication, 2007, accessed April 9, 2013, 

http://www.9am.ro/stiri-revista-presei/Business/55107/Interviu-Wally-Olins-Romania-devine-brand-fara-stirea-

ei.html 

http://www.9am.ro/stiri-revista-presei/Business/55107/Interviu-Wally-Olins-Romania-devine-brand-fara-stirea-ei.html
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The Romanian Cultural Institute has developed extremely close ties with Romanian 

minorities in neighboring countries as well as with the Romanian diaspora. It aims to facilitate 

their efforts to preserve their own cultural identity while living abroad.  

The first reform of the Institute came in 2005 under the leadership of Horea- Roman 

Patapievici until 2012 when the majority of the leadership of the Romanian Cultural Institute 

abroad resign as a protest of the governments change in legislation, budget and directives 

regarding what can be promoted as Romanian culture abroad.  

In 2005 a multidimensional approach has been decided as a viable way in promoting 

Romanian culture. The main objective has been introducing the Romanian cultural market to 

foreign markets by using not propaganda with cultural values or “official culture” but a direct 

cultural cooperation. By the year of 2008 ICR had become a real model of cultural diplomacy 

and cultural policy based on direct cooperation.
10

 

Andrei Marga came to the helm of the Romanian Cultural Institute in the midst of 2012′s 

political crisis. The Senate had wrested the Romanian Cultural Institute from presidential 

auspices and brought it under Senate control and the previous head of the institution had resigned 

in protest over political interference and budget cuts. Romanian writer Horia Roman Patapievici 

and the rest of the leadership of the Romanian Cultural Institute (ICR) resigned at the beginning 

of August 2012 in response to the announcement of severe budget cuts for the institution. 

Artists say changing the statute and the mission of the ICR risks turning the body into 

something that defends national interest rather than cultural values and fear that it could be used 

as a political tool. 

Thousands of artists in Europe and in the United States, including Nobel Literature prize 

winners Tomas Transtroemer and Herta Mueller, Cannes film darling directors like Cristian 

                                                           
10

 Romanian Cultural Institute, “2011 Activity Report,” p. 11, accessed November 6, 2012, 

http://www.icr.ro/bucuresti/rapoarte-de-activitate/raport-de-activitate-2011-1.html 
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Mungiu, plus curators of the New York Museum of Modern Art sent letters of protest to the 

center-left government. 
11

 

After Patapievici’s resignation, Marga was nominated by the National Liberal Party 

(PNL), member of the Social Liberal Union (USL). At the time, the opposition, the Democratic 

Liberal Party members (PDL) were against the vote, as it meant voting in the dark, without 

talking to the candidate. 

In June 2013 Marga resigned from Romanian Cultural Institute and Romania’s governing 

coalition, the Social Liberal Union (USL), has proposed a new president for the country’s 

Cultural Institute (ICR). The Chairman of the Senate Committee on Culture, Georgică Severin, 

announced that diplomat Lilian Zamfiroiu has been proposed to lead the Romanian Cultural 

Institute.
12

  

The national identity challenge when looking at the case of the government, translates as 

a heavy bureaucratic structure that is more concern with political rivalry that proper funding thus 

affecting the overall functioning of the institution created to promote the cultural dimension of 

the country abroad.  

The uncertainty in the managerial position not only is causing an image problem for the 

Cultural Center in the eyes of foreign publics but also poses changes in what is being promoted 

thus affecting the cultural content of the discourse presented to the foreign publics.  

Internal managerial changes of a Cultural Institute one would think do not pose a threat to 

the overall cultural promotion that it is focused on. But once it becomes news story in the news 

media of the country one is trying to implement its public diplomacy then internal changes 

become visible to the foreign public. 

                                                           
11

AFP News, “Leave Cultural Body Alone, Artists Tell Romania's Senate,” Yahoo News, August 7, 2012, 

accessed May 10, 2013,  
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 Romania Insider Publication, “Romanian Government Proposes New President for the Cultural Institute,” 
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The most visible news story about the managerial changes and how political implications 

contributed to changes even in the content that is designed to promote Romanian culture abroad 

was in relation to the Romanian Cultural Institute in New York. The New York Times is the 

leading American newspaper to report on this situation in the article “Festival Recast by Politics 

at Home”
13

 published in November 27, 2012 that appeared in the print and electronic version of 

the newspaper.  

The Cultural Institute managerial team in New York resigned in protest to the changes 

made by the government at home and set up an organization in order to continue the annual 

tradition of organizing in New York a film festival dedicated to Romanian New Wave Cinema. 

The redesigned and independent 2012 Making Waves Festival took place November 29-

December 5 at the Film Society of Lincoln Center, and could be considered the best festival 

edition to date. Over 3000 spectators attended the 26 screenings and special events, joined by 16 

festival guests. Over 300 people supported Making Waves, making the festival the first large 

Romanian event to have been produced through crowd funding. 

Making Waves 2013, that will take place at the beginning of December, will continue the 

leading partnership with the Film Society of Lincoln Center, bringing new releases, talented 

artists, hot debates, consistent retrospectives, rare classics from Romania to the heart of New 

York City. This edition will also continue the special program on the shifts that affect the arts 

and culture in Central and Eastern Europe, having the Czech Republic and Slovakia as guest 

countries. 

For the first time we will also travel the festival programming outside of New York City, to the 

Jacob Burns Film Center in Pleasantville, NY.
14

 

                                                           
13

 Larry Rohter, “Festival Recast by Politics at Home,”  New York Times, November 28, 2012, accessed 
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This had a ripple effect also on the image of the other Romanian Cultural Institutes in 

Europe where their activities also suffered from the managerial changes but nevertheless 

continue with their task of promoting Romanian culture. 

This example not only shows challenges of an institution that is meant to promote culture 

abroad but how a turnout of events managed to bring again the focus on promoting Romanian 

culture to the American audience by using means considered untraditional from a diplomatic 

point of view.  

The managerial change in a public institution responsible for cultural promotion abroad 

that made news story also contains an element of information about the people that are chosen 

for these positions. In the Romanian diplomatic body there is not a clear path on how one can 

become part of the team responsible for public diplomacy starting from the educational 

background needed to the practical experience. This is a problem that other countries encounter 

as well and in a pursuit of having a better take on public diplomacy special governmental bodies 

are created to fulfill this task. 

The Romanian Ministry of Foreign Affairs is responsible for the public and cultural 

diplomacy of Romania and the Romanian Cultural Institute is the one responsible for the 

promotion of Romanian culture. They have separate budgets and offices abroad. Also 

dissemination of touristic information materials abroad is done by another ministry, the Ministry 

of Regional Development and Public Administration.  

Having different ministries working independently without coordination means sending 

out different information without regard to what other parties are presenting and also not paying 

attention to the time when the information is send.  

This only adds to the difficulties posed by the internal and external context in which the country 

must find a way to enhance its credibility in Europe. 
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6 Chapter V – Context of Romania’s Public Diplomacy 
 

6.1 Romania’s Image in the European Union After 2007 and the Directions of 

its Public Diplomacy 
 

Before looking at the situation of Romania’s public diplomacy in Europe after 2007 it is 

worth mentioning again the European context that plays a crucial role in how the country views 

itself and it is viewed by the European public. 

The main two European contexts were after 1989, when the country became a part of the 

new Europe that has emerged after the fall of the Soviet Russia, and after 2007 when the country 

became part of the European Union.  

During the transition into the first new European context little attention has been given to 

creating a new national identity based on the society consensus that can be used in presenting the 

country to foreign publics.  

When the time for the transition in the second European context came in 2007 the 

country had not yet fully made the first transition and now found it even harder to cope with the 

even more demanding expectations of Europe.  

The first part of this chapter will look at the country’s image before 2007 and after 2007 

by looking at the case of United Kingdom. This country has been chosen because traditional 

diplomacy between Romania and United Kingdom has a long tradition but the challenges are for 

Romania’s public diplomacy in this country.  

6.2 Country Image Before 2007 
 

Before 2007 efforts have been made to create a positive national image in order to be 

accepted in the international community as being a reliable partner in international organization 

as North Atlantic Treaty Organization. Being part of such prestigious international organization 

is undoubtedly understood as a national priority and in accordance a greater emphasis on 

promoting a positive image abroad is made in such times.  
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But what happens after the country receives acceptance in a regional organizations as the 

European Union?  

The issue of country branding in Romania reached in 2004 a considerable enthusiasm, 

when the Wally Olins came to Bucharest and explained the importance of country branding. A 

short period after, the Workgroup for Romania’s image abroad was established, having as 

members Government representatives, opposition’s representatives and cultural personalities. 

The Committee performed several ad-hoc meetings, but lacking organizational structure, ceased 

its activities.  

Continuing the trend, the year 2005 was of an extraordinary effervescence regarding the 

subject of country branding. By contrast, 2006 was very discreet in terms of the concept’s 

publicity in media.
1
 

For a more clear idea about the country’s image before 2007 a SWAT analysis is used.  

The Strength Weaknesses Opportunities Threats analysis for Romania’s country image building 

before 2007: 

Opportunities  

- EU integration  

- the accession to other international structures  

(Euro-Atlantic)  

- Romania’s image evolved from non-existent to a certain image  

Threats 

- future higher expectations from a European Union  member country  

- the existence at international level of a rather negative image of Romania  

                                                           
1
 Nicolescu, Luminiţa, Cristian Paun, Irina Alina Popescu, and Alina Draghici. “Romania trying to be an 

European brand,”  Academy of Economic Studies, Bucharest, p. 63, accessed December 12, 2012, 

http://www.managementmarketing.ro/pdf/articole/93.pdf 
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- the lack of agreement of all institutions involved on the country image, contributes negatively 

to decisions in entering/investing/visiting Romania  

Strengths  

- the start of some governmental initiatives for country image building as opposed to the 

previous period when those were inexistent  

- studies conducted by government institutions to find out Romania’s image abroad  

- efforts made to identify the most attractive products/services to offer, with the purpose to 

sustain them (Agency for Foreign Investment)  

- the identification of a number of target countries towards which to focus Romania’s 

promotional efforts.  

Weaknesses 

- there are no concrete specific policies for the improvement of Romania’s image abroad  

- the budgets designated to such activities are very reduced, almost non-existent  

- the personnel is numerically insufficient as well as untrained for such specific activities  

- singular and sporadic actions for the promotion of the country image  

- the lack of coordination of the efforts done by different institutions  

- lack of communication of all factors involved and lack of attention and involvement of all 

institutions supposed to be in charge  

In the recent years, Romania randomly promoted various aspects such as tourism, 

products and others. Each ministry promoted its own activities at its best, by itself, and 

Romania’s image campaigns lacked the minimum elementary coordination.
2
 

                                                           
2
 Luminiţa Nicolescu, Cristian Paun, Irina Alina Popescu and Alina Draghici, “Romania trying to be an 

European Brand,” Academy of Economic Studies, Bucharest, p. 69, accessed December 12, 2012, 
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The situation presented before 2007 is also recognizable even after the 2007 European Union 

integration.  

Some time has passed since Romania was accepted in the European Union in 2007 and 

hosting the European Union Presidency in 2019 is approaching.  

The Presidency of the Council of the European Union is responsible for the functioning 

of the Council of the European Union, the upper house of the EU legislature. It rotates among the 

member states of the EU every six months.  

The presidency is not an individual, but rather the position is held by a national 

government, and three successive presidencies, known as presidency trios, cooperate for an 18-

month period to provide continuity by sharing common political programs. According to the 

planning, Romania would have to cooperate with Austria and Finland, which hold the presidency 

before, and respectively after Romania. 

According to the EU scheduling, Romania will have to serve as president of the EU 

between July 1 and December 21 in 2019. Neighbor Bulgaria is scheduled to take the helm of the 

EU in July 2018. Until June 30, 2013, Ireland holds the EU presidency, and then next in line is 

Lithuania. The EU member states on 13 December 2004 agreed the list of the next EU 

presidencies up until the year 2020.
3
 

Identifying and working to overcome internal and external challenges is important in 

order to create and implement a coherent and effective public diplomacy strategy. Not doing so 

can lead to mix messages send by different actors with no governmental coordination and 

difficulties in establishing appropriate responses to negative image perception abroad. 

6.3 European Perceptions of Romania 
Compared to other ex-Communist countries in the region Romania still has, for the 

outside eye, a still strongly visible label of Communist country. Something the authorities and 

people have failed to change. 

                                                           
3
 Romania Insider Publication, “Economy Minister: Romania Will not Be Ready to Take Over the EU 

Presidency in 2019, When Scheduled,” Romania Insider, June 21, 2013, accessed June 21, 2013, 

http://www.romania-insider.com/economy-minister-romania-will-not-be-ready-to-take-over-the-eu-presidency-in-

2019-when-scheduled/102307/ 
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The report of the Country Brand Index (CBI) for 2009 by Future Brand Company, where 

Romania does not have a distinct image as a country brand and ranks 81 out of 102 countries 

analyzed. 

Romania is underdeveloped as a brand. Residents of other parts of the world know very 

little about Romania and the country profile is not a distinct one”, it is shown in the CBI report, 

which quantifies the image of countries according to 29 criteria, from history to business and 

economic situation. Chapters to which Romania is found in the first half of the rankings are 

“natural environment” (19), “history” (44), “high technology” (45), “purchasing power” (45) and 

“living standard” (47).
4
 

Foreigners’ perception on Romania’s image is influenced by the behavior of Romanians, 

both from home and abroad; the decreasing awareness on Romania’s tourism brand is 

determined by the ignorance of the elements of visual identity and its poor promotion abroad due 

to using a small number of informational channels; perceptions of foreign visitors on tourism 

services depends on the diversity and accessibility to these services, and the quality/ price ratio.
5
 

The link to the former regime and slow implementation of reforms can be seen in the 

example of the attempts of the country to become part of the Schengen zone and the contested 

amendments to the constitution.  

 “Romania’s major aim is to get into the Schengen zone and no sacrifice should be big 

enough to make this happen, not even sacrificing the country’s corrupted people”. Mr. Băsescu, 

Romania’s president, added at least seven countries oppose his country’s membership in the 

Schengen zone mainly because of the report by the European Union’s Mechanism for 

Cooperation and Verification (CVM on the (lack of) progress on judicial reform and the fight 

against corruption in Romania. 

                                                           
4
 Simon Anholt, “Place Branding: Is it Marketing, or Isn’t it?” in Place Branding and  Public Diplomacy 4 

2008, accessed March 7, 2013,  doi:10.1057/palgrave.pb.6000088 

 
5
 Ruxandra-Irina Popescu and Alina-Georgiana Profiroiu, “Study on Foreigners’ Perception on Romania’s 

Image as Tourism Destination,”  Academy of Economic Studies, Bucharest, 2013, accessed June 2, 2013, 
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In the latest CVM report published in January this year, the European Commission 

criticized Romania for failing to meet demands on protecting democracy and the rule of law and 

urged the government to accelerate its reforms. The report underlines that the justice system had 

to face political pressure and anti-corruption prosecutors were undermined. The Commissioned 

expressed concerns regarding “the lack of respect for the independence of the judiciary and the 

instability faced by judicial institutions.” 
6
 

A proposed new Romanian constitution that reduces the powers of the president is 

stirring debate in Bucharest, less than a year after the ruling Social-Liberal Union (USL) 

coalition tried to impeach President Traian Basescu during the worst political crisis in the 

country's post-communist history. 

The draft constitution has a number of controversial provisions, including those placing 

significant limits on the executive's powers. For example, the president must appoint a prime 

minister proposed by the party that receives the most votes in an election.
7
 

The European Union is monitoring the development of this situation. Romania is not the 

only country that is known to West Europe as a country that still needs to overcome its past and 

need to reform, Hungary is another example.  

In 2013 Hungary's parliament has adopted a package of constitutional changes proposed 

by the ruling Fidesz party which critics say undermine democracy. The EU expressed concern 

about the bill, which defies some court rulings.
8
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6.4 Romania’s Image in the United Kingdom 
 

Diplomatic relations between Romania and United Kingdom go back 133 years. 

Traditional diplomacy between these two countries has not suffered any major setbacks.  

Diplomatic relations between Romania and United Kingdom were established on the 20
th

 

of February 1880, two years after the 1877- 1878 Independence War against the Ottoman Port.
9
 

The point of this paper is to look at challenges posed to public diplomacy and United 

Kingdom in recent years presented the most challenging environment for Romania’s public 

diplomacy due to negative news about the country in the local media.  

6.4.1 Challenges 

6.4.1.1 U.K.’s Perception of Romania in Relation to Immigration and Food Safety  

6.4.1.1.1 Immigration 

 

For a while now there have been discussions on the topic of immigration. As immigrants 

have become the focus of insecurities brought about national and global changes, we can see 

how the British public seems to think that foreigners, including Romanians, come here to either 

take advantage of the welfare system and live on benefits or to take the jobs of the locals. There 

is even an online petition to stop mass immigration from Romanians when the restrictions are 

meant to be dropped in 2014. 

 In the beginning of 2013 The Guardian reported on how ministers were considering 

launching negative advertising campaigns in Romania trying to convince them that Britain’s 

streets are not “paved with gold” to keep potential immigrants away.  

“Please don’t come to Britain – it rains and the jobs are scarce and low-paid”. Romania is 

aware of the image that is being portrayed of them and in response has launched different 

advertisement campaigns about the positives of the country. Through its embassies, Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs carried out the project “RO20: Romania 1989-2009” with the objective to impart 

                                                           
9
 Embassy of Romania to the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland, “Brief History,” accessed June 12, 

2013, london.mae.ro/en/node/393   
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the positive developments over the years.  A campaign called “Why I love Romania” was 

launched around the world in 2011 to improve Romania’s image abroad.
10

 

A new survey for the Royal Statistical Society and King's College London shows public 

opinion is repeatedly off the mark on issues including crime, benefit fraud and immigration. 

Some 31 per cent of the population is thought to consist of recent immigrants, when the figure is 

actually 13 per cent. Even including illegal immigrants, the figure is only about 15 per cent. On 

the issue of ethnicity, black and Asian people are thought to make up 30 per cent of the 

population, when the figure is closer to 11 per cent.
11

 

6.4.1.1.2 Food Safety 

 

Findus UK took its frozen beef lasagne, made by Comigel, off the shelves after some 

were found to have up to 100% horsemeat in them. 

Romania's president, Traian Basescu, said if false labelling had been carried out with the 

intention of making money that would discredit the country for a long time and raise the risk of 

export restrictions.
12

 

6.4.1.1.3 Gypsies and Human Trafficking 

 

Also there are other negative associations that the British public attributes to Romania 

meaning gypsies and human trafficking. In order to take away the attention on these subjects 

there were several campaigns to promote a positive image after 2007. 

                                                           
10

  Public Diplomacy and Global Communication blog, “Changing Romania’s Negative Public Image,” 

London Metropolitan University, May 16, 2013, accessed June 4, 2013, 

http://pdgc2012b.wordpress.com/2013/05/16/changing-romanias-negative-public-image/ 

 
11

 Jonathan Paige, “British Public Wrong about Nearly Everything, Survey Shows,” The Independent, July 

9, 2013,  accessed July 15, 2013, 

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/british-public-wrong-about-nearly-everything-survey-

shows-8697821.html#disqus_thread 

 
12

 BBC Publication, “Horsemeat Scandal: Focus Switches to Romania,”BBC News, February 10, 2013, 

accessed May 6, 2013, 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-21401111 

 

http://pdgc2012b.wordpress.com/2013/05/16/changing-romanias-negative-public-image/
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/british-public-wrong-about-nearly-everything-survey-shows-8697821.html#disqus_thread
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/british-public-wrong-about-nearly-everything-survey-shows-8697821.html#disqus_thread
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-21401111
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In 2011 a proposed "European Union Framework for National Roma Integration 

Strategies up to 2020"
13

 was created alongside agreements between France and Romania on the 

minority issue. Not a lot has been done and there have not been developed agreements between 

Romania and Great Britain on this issue. 

6.4.2 Positive News Coverage 

6.4.2.1.1 BBC Travel on Bucharest  

 

In July 2013 the article “Bucharest’s new Old City” presents aspects about Romania, in 

this case positive changes made in the capital, in an informative and not bias way.  

Renovating the Old City was no easy feat, taking nearly a decade of agonizing stop-start 

work during which cranes and bulldozers were idled for years at a time. The city and 

construction companies squabbled over both money and corruption allegations, as well as how to 

resettle the area’s poorer residents, including many Roma families. Between 2007 and 2011, the 

Old City was effectively a no-go zone, with minimal street lighting and gaping holes in the 

pavements, papered over by rickety plywood bridges. 

Stroll along the quarter’s narrow lanes on a warm summer evening now, however, and 

those old days seem far away. While many of the buildings are still in a perilous state awaiting 

suitors with deep pockets and big dreams, the streets are pleasantly cobbled and lined with 

quirky art and antique shops, bookstores, theatres, and block after block of cafes, bars and clubs. 

Indeed, the Old City appears to have succeeded beyond anyone’s expectations.
14

Also when the 

media frenzy about immigration erupted in the U.K. again BBC Travel published a series of 

photos under the title “Transylvania’s medieval tradition”.
15

 

                                                           
 

13
 The European Commission, "EU Framework for National Roma Integration Strategies up to 2020," 2011, 

accessed March 20, 2013, 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:52012DC0226:en:NOT 
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 Mark Baker, “Bucharest’s New Old City,” BBC Travel, July 12, 2013, accessed July 20, 2013, 

http://www.bbc.com/travel/feature/20130712-bucharests-new-old-city 

 
15

 BBC Publication, “Transylvania’s Medieval Tradition,” BBC Travel, January 16, 2013, accessed 

February 20, 2013,  

http://www.bbc.com/travel/slideshow/20130116-transylvanias-medieval-tradition 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:52012DC0226:en:NOT
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6.4.2.1.2 Prince Charles and Transylvania  

 

The international press considers Prince Charles an outspoken advocate of Romania, who 

already has two properties in the Valea Zalanului village, Covasna County, including a century-

old house which he completely renovated.  During his private visits to Romania prince Charles is 

a guest of Baron Kalnoky Tibor at his manor of Miclosoara, built in the 16th century. 

In order to help Transylvania inhabitants to preserve their historical monuments, Prince 

Charles has been involved in the rehabilitation of several Saxon villages from twelfth century, 

some of which included in the UNESCO heritage. 

Prince Charles appears in “Wild Carpathia,” a documentary released in 2011 presenting 

some of the most beautiful landscapes of the Carpathian Mountains. This documentary describes 

Transylvania as a mythical and legendary place, where wild animals such as wolves, bears or 

lynx transform the Romanian Carpathians area into the last great wilderness in Europe.
16

 

Charles described the area around the Carpathian Mountains in Transylvania as "the last 

corner of Europe where you can see true sustainability and complete resilience and the 

maintenance of entire ecosystems for the benefit of mankind but also for nature". Documentary 

available in the United Kingdom on the Travel Channel.
17

  

But while he stays out of local politics, Charles' professed love for Transylvania and his 

claims to be related to Vlad the Impaler, the bloodthirsty Romanian prince who inspired Bram 

Stoker's 19th century Dracula novel, have clearly boosted tourism and interest in the area. The 

fabled town of Sighisoara, where Vlad was born, is 15 kilometers (9 miles) from Saschiz.
18

 

                                                           
16

 Oana Vasiliu, “Prince Charles to Promote Transylvania in Documentary Film,” Business Review, July 9, 

2012, accessed June 20, 2013, 

http://business-review.eu/lifestyle/travel/prince-charles-to-promote-transylvania-in-documentary-film/ 
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 The Independent Publication, “Prince Charles: I Have a Stake in Transylvania's Future,” The 

Independent, October 27, 2011, accessed May 10, 2013, 

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/news/prince-charles-i-have-a-stake-in-transylvanias-future-

2376584.html 
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 Alison Mutler, “Why Prince Charles' Loves Transylvania,” The Huffington Post, July 5, 2012, accessed 

March 11, 2013, 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/07/05/transylvania-prince-charles-visit_n_1648979.html 
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6.4.2.1.3 Hospice of Hope Charity 

 

Graham Perolls, Romania’s Hospices of Hope founder was awarded in 2013 with the 

order of the British Empire OBE by the Queen. He is the founder of the first charity dedicated to 

improving the quality of life for terminally ill children and adults in Romania, Hospice Casa 

Sperantei.
19

 

These can all be consider to be valuable ambassadors when presenting the country to the 

British audience but have not yet been used in such a manner. 

6.5 Programs  

6.5.1 “Explore the Carpathian Garden” Tourism Campaign 2009 

 

The only attention the campaign received was due to the scandal regarding the possible 

theft of the imaged used in the background of the new visual campaign image for Romania and 

how the European Union funds were spend on this campaign.  

Statistics reveal that these ads have been ineffective at attracting tourists. Despite the two 

million Euros used for the Land of Choice campaign, the number of tourists in Romanian hotels 

decreased by 21.9 % in 2009.  

Newspaper articles with headlines such as “Romanian Tourism in Free Fall” and 

“Romania, the European Country with the Lowest Number of Foreign Tourists,” reported a 

shrinking number of foreign visitors. In other words, the state’s attempts to divert its rebranding 

strategy away from the “Draculescu” legacy have failed so far. Foreign marketing experts, and 

even some critical scholars, tend to blame the strategy itself.
20
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 Corina Chirileasa,“Graham Perolls, Hospices of Hope Founder: From the Family’s Car Business in U.K., 

to Palliative Care Hospices in Romania,” Romania Insider, April 9, 2013, accessed April 15, 2013,  
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 Aniko Imre and Alice Bardan, “Branding Romania II, or, the End of Choice,” paper presented at FLOW 

Conference University of Texas 2012, accessed June 21, 2013, 
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6.5.2 “Why I Love Romania” Campaign 2011 

 

Posters were put up with information about great Romanian scientists and sports people 

who have made a difference in the world, aiming at improving Romania’s image abroad. 

The campaign, started and supported by several media outlets in Romania – ProTV channel, 

Ziarul Financiar, Gandul and Sport.ro – comes just before Romania’s National Day on December 

1. 

The posters mention Henri Coanda, the inventor of the jet engine, Ilie Nastase – World 

Number One tennis player twice, Nadia Comaneci, who scored the first perfect 10 at the 1976 

Montreal Olympics, Nicolae Paulescu, who discovered insulin in 1922 and Stefan Odobleja, who 

laid the foundations for Cybernetics in 1941. The posters are printed in English, Spanish, 

German, and Italian.
21

 

6.5.3 London Cultural Olympics 2012 

 

For the 2012 London Cultural Olympics, the Romanian Cultural Institute organized a 

series of 17 events. The Romanian Cultural Institute is considered to be one of the most active 

foreign cultural centers in London. One of these events was represented by an open air sculpture 

exposition in Victoria Park and London Pleasure Gardens made by the artist Ernö Bartha. 

ROlympics was organized in partnership with important local British institutions as– 

Southbank Centre, British Library, Holland Park Opera, Regal Stratford East Theater, Kings 

Place – and the events were part of important cultural festivals in London as– London Festival, 

Big Dance Festival, London International Theatre Festival, Poetry Parnassus, Wide Open School, 

London Festival of Architecture, River of Music and Thames Festival. 

Romanian Cultural Institute participated with a programme of projects to generate a 

significant impact and highlight, through excellence, the Romanian offer among over 1,000 

artistic events scheduled to unfold under the aegis of the Cultural Olympiad. The events meant to 

                                                           
21

 Romanian Insider Publication, “Romanians Spread ‘Why I love Romania’ Campaign With Posters of the 

Great and the Good,” Romania Insider, November 28, 2011, accessed May 12, 2013, 

http://www.romania-insider.com/romanians-spread-why-i-love-romania-campaign-with-posters-of-the-great-and-

the-good/41507/ 
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generate a concrete and log-standing impact, to perpetuate the Romanian presence also after the 

end of the Olympic year. 

At the same time, the Romanian Cultural Institute presence will delimit a Romanian 

captivating and original perimeter, able to attract the attention of a mass audience. The institute 

has been operational since 2006 and during the first years of institutional development, in 

parallel with the expansion of the Romanian Cultural Institute network, Romanian Cultural 

Institute London stood out as an active presence among the institutes of cultural diplomacy from 

London. 

Romanian Cultural Institute became a founding member in 2008 and in the first two years 

held the chairmanship of the British cluster of the European Union National Institutes for Culture. 

The Cultural Olympiad is a complex British program, which includes actions and events 

aimed to celebrate creativity and diversity of artistic expression forms, in the context of 

international participation in the Olympics, the main theme of the program being "London, seen 

as a global capital of artistic creativity".
22

 

6.5.4 “Why Don’t You Come Over” Campaign 2013 

 

The campaign was initiated by the Romanian newspaper “Gandul” and not by the 

Romanian government. 

The Romanian Ambassador to the United Kingdom has made an official statement and 

has participated in a round table discussion organized by the All-Party Parliamentary Group on 

Migration of the British Parliament.  

On 20 March 2013, All-Party Parliamentary Group on Migration of the British Parliament held a 

roundtable on immigration from Romania and Bulgaria as of 1 January 2014. All-Party 

Parliamentary Group information materials prepared before the meeting by the Secretariat Group 

and present some background elements on immigration and reflect the assessment Romanian 

                                                           
22

 Embassy of Romania to the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, “Romania to 
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authorities on the small number of Romanian citizens who choose the United Kingdom as a 

destination for work, after raising restrictions.  

The document cites a statement by the Parliamentary Group Ambassador of Romania in 

London, Dr. Ion Jinga, according to which the restrictions will not lead to a significant increase 

in the number of Romanians who will arrive in the United Kingdom next year, but will help 

prevent exploitation and providing treatment Romanian citizens discrimination already 

established in this country. 

All-Party Parliamentary Group on Migration of the British Parliament is chaired by Jack 

Dromey, Labour Member of Parliament for Birmingham Erdington and includes Labour MPs, 

Conservatives and Liberal Democrats. 

The Group's mission is to provide an opportunity for further public and political 

discourse on the challenges and opportunities related to contemporary migration flows in Great 

Britain. Secretariat is provided by the Network Group for the rights of migrants (Migrants' 

Rights Network), a London charity that campaigns for promoting the rights of immigrants in the 

UK.
23

 

Since this intervention at the beginning of 2013 only in July we can see another official 

statement about publications in the press about Roma people.  

Following a number of articles published this week in the British media concerning the 

issue of ethnic Roma people of Romanian origin in London, on 15
th

 of July, the Ambassador of 

Romania in the United Kingdom, has sent clarifications to the newspapers in question.
24

 

2013 campaign “Why don’t you come over” initiate by the newspaper “Gandul” in 

collaboration with GMP Advertising and WebStylerwas included an open letter to the prime 

minister published in the Guardian, prints with suggestive slogans as invitations to visit Romania, 

                                                           
23

 Embassy of Romania to the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland “Dezbaterea APPG 
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 Embassy of Romania to the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, “The Embassy of 
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a website with a communication platform for people from both countries, 

http://whydontyoucomeover.gandul.info/.  

One British parliamentary delegation came to Romania and talked to the organizers of the 

campaign on topics that also included immigration to the United Kingdom.  

International media as Financial Times, Associated Press, BBC News, Huffington Post, Reuters, 

ZDF, Daily Mirror, The Independent, El Mundo, The World and BBD Lincolnshire picked up 

the news about the campaign.  

This campaign also made it in the Time magazine becoming the first Romanian branding 

campaign to be written about in this publication.
25

 

The campaign got also included in the short list for the Cannes Lions 60
th

 International 

Festival of Creativity Competition. 

6.6 Other Campaigns  

6.6.1 “Romanians in Europe” Campaign 2008 

 

This campaign was aimed at improving the image of Romanians abroad (Italy and Spain) 

in a time when they were known in the foreign media especially for cases of murder, theft, 

prostitution and fraud. It cost over 7,5 million Euros. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs ran this 

promoting campaign with the help of ASG between September and December 2008 in:  

Spain: „Hola, soy rumeno” (Hello, I am Romanian!)  The campaign was successfully 

implemented by Saatchi&Saatchi Spain at a budget of 3,5 million Euros. 

Italy: „Romania. Piacere di conscerti” (Romania, pleased to meet you!). The campaign was 

implemented by the Playteam Italian agency at a cost of 4,2 million Euros. 
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According to specialists the campaign Romanians in Europe was the first coherent 

governmental action after 1990. For the first time in 18 years, the Romanian Government started 

an integrated communication campaign which used both PR and marketing elements. Thus:  

- was made based on the results of sociological research in Italy and Spain, which has 

facilitated the study of the situation and definition of specific issues for each of the two 

countries;  

-  the goals and objectives of the campaign were formulated;  

- the target audience was crystallized;  

- the key messages were developed;  

- specific strategies and tactics have been adopted for each country, but in accordance with the 

communication line and the overall concept for presenting success stories;  

- distinct visual and communication identities were created (slogan, logo, posters, media spots 

and layouts) for each country;  

- both a budget and an implementing timeframe for action were clearly established;  

- a sociological survey was conducted to assess the effects of the campaign
26

 

Despite the country’s aspirations to the contrary, Romania continues to occupy a symbolic 

space on Europe’s map as a repository of darkness, backwardness, and barbarity.  

Images of fictional vampires, bloodthirsty dictators, and wide spread poverty are 

symbolically conflated in the Western imagination and reproduced in a number of popular 

culture narratives.  
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The government’s efforts are predestined for failure as they do not engage the wide support 

of the Romanian population and, in the end, are aimed at producing narratives that satisfy the 

desires of a Western gaze more than anything else.
27
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7 Chapter VI – Recommendations 

7.1 Long Term Programs Based on National Identity, Culture, Governance 

and Public Diplomacy Momentums 
 

Previous research has found out that for the 21
st
 century public diplomacy and the use of 

soft power is an important component in a country’s national promotion. (Anholt, Simon, 2006; 

Olins, Wally., 2007; Melissen, Jan 2007; Joseph S. Nye, Jr., 2008) 

Four possible directions or a mix of these can contribute to the improvement of the national 

image and also tackle the main two challenges for Romania’s public diplomacy the lack of 

identity and negative news article in European media after 2007. 

7.2 Value System: Governance, Investment, Human Capital, Growth, 

Sustainability, Influence 
 

Great powers try to use culture and narrative to create soft power that promotes their national 

interests, but it's not an easy sell when the message is inconsistent with their domestic realities. 

In an Information Age in which credibility is the scarcest resource, the best propaganda 

is not propaganda.
1
 

In this consideration, for the case of Romania, using the Value System Ranking as developed 

in the country brand index 2012- 2013 can be a starting point in credibility building.  

7.2.1 Governance  

 

Includes a government’s ability to effectively implement policies that protect its people and 

goals, as well as factors like the presence of corruption on a macro- or micro-level.  

A strong, stable legal framework is also an essential part of this driver, balanced by 

enforcement mechanisms that are corruption free and reliable. Good governance incorporates a 

balance of criteria and informs a nation’s vision for the future. 
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7.2.2 Investment  

 

Reflects a country’s financial commitment to its future vision. By supporting infrastructure, 

education, healthcare, communications, technology and international partnership, a country 

asserts that it is ready to strengthen its brand.  

7.2.3 Human Capital  

 

Plays a huge role in the establishment and maintenance of a cohesive national identity, and as 

such, a population’s strength in education, productivity, health and happiness will undoubtedly 

impact its progress in the future. Human capital identifies the competencies, knowledge and 

values underpinning a nation’s vision. 

7.2.4 Growth  

 

Represents the current momentum behind a country's growth in population, GDP, exports 

and more. By understanding a country’s trajectory, we can make informed predictions about its 

ability to prosper in the future. 

7.2.5 Sustainability  

 

Measures a country’s financial management, resource dependence and adherence to 

international norms. What’s more, it assesses whether or not a country has developed a strategy 

for continued success and progress. 

7.2.6 Influence  

 

Is the final future driver, and is closely linked to the Heritage and Culture dimension. A 

nation’s weight in the global community is assessed via economic, political and cultural 

influence. This is a key measure of power and often determines global trends in investment, 

social attitudes, political policies and cultural preferences.
2
 

                                                           
2
 Future Brand, “The Country Brand Index 2012- 2013,” accessed June 7, 2013, 

http://www.futurebrand.com/images/uploads/studies/cbi/CBI_2012-Final.pdf 

http://www.futurebrand.com/images/uploads/studies/cbi/CBI_2012-Final.pdf
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The Value System is taken into consideration as a part of the recommendations due to the 

fact that it incorporates a vast range of dimensions that affect the functioning of the society and 

can help in order to overcome the national identity challenge.  

7.3 Foundations of Soft Power 

  
Looking at the International and Domestic soft power sources we can identify which ones 

have so far proven to be a positive source of soft power for Romania and which have not. In the 

case of Romania the Domestic sources of soft power are behind the International ones.  

Looking at the negative news published in the European press we can see that the main 

subjects match the domestic sources that are not yet fully used. That is why it is important to 

develop the domestic soft power sources in order to not only respond to the negative press 

articles but also to have on a long term assets of public diplomacy. 

7.3.1 International Sources  

 

- Respect for international laws, norms, and institutions  

- Fundamental reliance on multilateralism, and disposition against excessive unilateralism  

- Respect international treaties and alliance commitments  

- Willingness to sacrifice short-run national interests in order to contribute toward the 

collective good  

- Liberal foreign economic policies  

7.3.2 Domestic sources 

 

Culture  

- Pronounced Social Cohesion  

-  Elevated Quality of Life  

-  Freedom  
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-  Sufficient Opportunities  

-  Tolerance  

-  Alluring Lifestyle  

Political Institutions  

-  Democracy  

-  Constitutionalism  

-  Liberalism/Pluralism  

-  A Well-Functioning of Government Bureaucracy
3
 

7.4 Long Term Programs Based on Culture, Education, Image 
 

Even more long-term and diffuse in purpose are the most “public” events of public 

diplomacy: cultural programs and academic exchanges, outreach, media relations, and the 

activities that would be gathered under the out-of favor term “branding.” If you host a film 

festival, you can quantify the publicity received and the audience in attendance, but the effect of 

such events is cumulative and “payoffs” are long-term.  

These actions serve to facilitate relationship building, which in turn facilitates advocacy, but 

the causality does not work the other way. In soft power terms, the activities in the bottom tier 

increase soft power, a potential that can be leveraged into successful advocacy at a later point in 

time.  

Practitioners of public diplomacy have often attempted to justify themselves by focusing on 

their advocacy activities and accomplishments, but this is shortsighted: a focus on advocacy to 

the exclusion of the pyramid’s base may or may not be sustainable in the long run, but it 

certainly is a risky strategy. It is better for country A to have a multifaceted relationship with 

                                                           
3
 Giulio M. Gallarotti, "Soft Power: What it is, Why it’s Important, and the Conditions Under Which it Can 

Be Effectively Used," Division II Faculty Publications.Paper 57, 2011,  accessed May 2, 2013, 
http://wesscholar.wesleyan.edu/div2facpubs/57 

 

http://wesscholar.wesleyan.edu/div2facpubs/57
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society B in order to sustain the relationship between the two countries in the event that the 

relationship at the diplomatic or political level sours. 

Today’s constraints will eventually be overcome, and meanwhile, the tremendous growth of 

civil society actors and increasing globalism is providing the public diplomacy practitioner with 

an ever richer, more complex, and yet more chaotic environment in which to work.
4
  

7.4.1 Cultural Promotion 

 

Romanian authorities have considered the importance of promoting Romanian culture 

abroad by setting up the Romanian Cultural Institute but we cannot identify a link also with the 

idea of promoting national image abroad so far having only national branding campaigns for 

promoting the country as a tourist attraction.  

Also there is a more clear differentiation not linkage between the promotion of culture 

done by the Romanian Cultural Institute and public and cultural diplomacy done by the Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs.  

The political turmoil in 2012 has set a setback for the Romanian Cultural Institute as it 

lost substantial founding and dedicated personnel but it created the environment for citizen 

diplomacy and a continuity especially of promotion of Romanian New Wave Cinema alongside 

the discussion on democracy. 

 

7.4.2 Educational exchange  

 

Public diplomacy is the development of lasting relationships with key individuals over 

many years or even decades, through scholarships, exchanges, training, seminars, conferences, 

and access to media channels. These programs develop what the American journalist Edward R. 

                                                           
4
 Mark McDowell, “Public Diplomacy at the Cross Roads: Definition and Challenges in an “Open Source 

Era,” The Fletcher Forum of World Affairs, Vol. 32 No. 3 Special Edition 2008 , p.13. 
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Murrow once called the crucial “last three feet” – face-to-face communications, with the 

enhanced credibility that reciprocity creates.
5
 

Educational exchange programs are considered to be one of the most effective public 

diplomacy actions. Governmental support is crucial in developing and carrying out long term 

educational exchange programs. 

So far the Romanian government encourages students from countries that do not yet have 

strong relations with Romania to come and study while Romanian students more than often 

choose to study in countries that have long diplomatic relations with Romania. There are no 

bilateral agreements between the Romanian government and other countries in relation to 

educational exchange.  

This means that the existing educational exchange is mostly done due to institutional 

educational exchange agreements or due to students interest to wider their knowledge and 

opportunity by studying abroad. Romania is participating in the European Erasmus Student 

exchange program that offers the possibility of short term educational exchange. But for public 

diplomacy this is not sufficient.  

Also there are educational exchange programs initiated by the government that have been started 

but never completed leaving a negative image of the government in relation with its local 

students and foreign universities. The most notable example was the organization in 2005 of the  

Public Servant Manager project that was interrupted in 2008 due to lack of funding 

leaving Romanian students abroad to manage by themselves the termination of their studies. This 

created even more friction between the already unsatisfied public with the Romanian authorities 

and instead of being a program that would benefit not only the young professionals, the 

Romanian civil service but also the relations between the Romanian government, that was 

organizing the program, and foreign educational institutions.  

                                                           
5
 Joseph S. Nye Jr., “The New Public Diplomacy,” Project Syndicate 2010, accessed February 11, 2013, 

 http://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/the-new-public-diplomacy 

http://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/the-new-public-diplomacy
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Signing bilateral agreements with other European countries regarding educational 

exchange, research and work opportunities and respecting them until their completion is of 

crucial importance in order to be able to use educational exchange as public diplomacy.  

7.4.3 National Image  

 

National image is composed of a more wide range of elements that can include, the already 

mentioned above, cultural promotion and educational exchange but also tourism. This is highly 

related to the national identity of the country and this being one of the most crucial challenges of 

public diplomacy and implicit of national image it is of no wonder that the national promotion 

campaigns organized so far did not bring in the positive foreign attention so seek after.  

7.5 Public Diplomacy Momentums 
 

The fast pace of every day actions and the rapidly changing way people use technology and 

how they receive information can lead to imagine a way of using these in order to send out the 

correct information that will have a positive impact. Meaning, using not only topics of 

international appeal but also identifying national elements that can be used in order to create 

positive stories.  

This can be done by creating an institution that monitors the news topics of international interest 

and has the ability to create and send out in a short period of time information that promotes a 

positive image.  

7.5.1 The Use of Social Media  

 

The momentum was January 2013 when a Bloomberg article presented a list with the top 

10 countries in the world as having the fastest internet connection speed and Romania ranking at 

number 5 in the world.  

This can be used on one hand to attract companies operating online and on the other hand to 

engage in social media and use it when conducting public diplomacy.  
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This detail can be of importance for companies that operate online. However to this 

moment this feature is not advertised when presenting the country to possible investors 

considering the need of foreign direct investment that the government is aiming when engaging 

in diplomatic dialogue. This is also related to the fact that there is no clear line of what type of 

foreign direct investment is need counting more on numbers than on specific niche business 

sectors.  

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the offices abroad do not use Facebook or other 

social media that implies interactions of official representatives with foreign publics. This 

ministry is the only one officially conducting public diplomacy for Romania and indeed a 

moderate shift towards soft power actions and cultural diplomacy can be noted in recent years.    

Looking at the Romanian representative offices in the United States., United Kingdom, 

Italy and other important countries we find that none of them use social media as Facebook, 

Tweeter, etc. 

For the case of Romanian Consulates there is worth mentioning the only example, that of 

the Romanian General Consulate in the Moldavian Republic that has an official Facebook page. 

(Link: https://www.facebook.com/CGCahul?fref=ts) 

On the other hand, searching on Facebook for the Romanian Cultural Institute we have 

somehow better results. Still there are a considerable small number of Facebook pages for the 

Romanian Cultural Institute. The results include the Cultural Center present in countries as Spain, 

Belgium, United Kingdom, United States, Turkey, Lebanon but only the Romanian Cultural 

Institute in Brussels appears as an official page of the Romanian Cultural Institute. 

(Link: https://www.facebook.com/icr.bruxelles?fref=ts) 

This is in the disadvantage of the Embassies not using social media in their quest to be more 

involved in public diplomacy actions and engaging more directly with the foreign audience. 

1. It is an easy and cheap way to reach and maintain a direct way of communication with 

the foreign audience  
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2. The country’s embassy can be included in research papers that focus on countries that use 

social media 

One the other hand we have examples of embassies in Romania that already make use of 

social media as the case of the U.S. Embassy that uses besides Facebook ,  YouTube, Flickr,  

Video, DipNote and Podcasts. The United Kingdom Embassy in Romania besides an official 

Facebook and Tweeter page the Ambassador has also a blog and Tweeter account that people 

can follow.  The Italian Embassy is also not falling of the trend and also having an official 

Facebook page and Tweeter account.  

The use of internet and the advantage of being in the top 10 countries in the world for 

internet connection speed represents a plus that can be used not only to engage with foreign 

public via social media but also to attract foreign investment in the sector. This could also help 

retain some of the well trained workforce in the field that due to different factors would rather 

emigrate.  

Privacy concerns are a direct link to the usage of social media and Romania could also be 

more involved in the discussions that are taking place between countries on this topic.  

7.5.2 Educational Exchange 

 

End of 2012 beginning of 2013 momentum when doctor Raed Arafat was chosen 

minister of health, him being a former foreign student studding medicine in Romania. 

Romania is not promoted as a country that provides medical studies for foreign students even 

though the majority of foreign students coming to Romania choose this type of studies.  

Also after the foreign medical students return to their country of origin or move to 

another country to practice medicine there is no governmental program designed to keep track 

and maintain relations with these young professionals. If we find associations of former students 

in Romania is because there set up by private initiative and proposed to the Romanian office in 

their country to organize events in order to maintain a connection with the place they have 

studied.   
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It is hard to talk about student exchanges between Romania and specific countries, 

meaning the number of Romanian students going to a country and the number of students 

received from that country, because the Romanian students often choose to study in West Europe 

or America and the foreign students mostly come from the North African countries or even 

Middle East.  

The case of the Mobile Emergency Service and its founder doctor Raed Arafat can be 

looked at as a good example of what accepting foreign students can achieve. He came to 

Romania as a medical student and became one of the most recognized and appreciated doctors in 

Romania due to its implication in the development of a medical emergency foundation in 

Transylvania that now operates in the whole country. In 2012 he was briefly minister of health 

and now he is state secretary at the ministry of health.  

From his governmental position he can become spokesperson for promoting the country 

as a place where young people can learn medicine.  

The downturn to this approach is represented by the shortcomings of the Romanian 

medical system. Local employees of the medical system choose to emigrate and the foreign 

students that graduate from medical schools more often choose another country to practice 

medicine not staying in Romania.  

Offering prospect students the chance also to be part of the medical system would be 

recommended. Having good medical schools but not a properly working health system cannot 

work together if the aim of the public diplomacy strategy is to promote the country as a place 

where young people can learn medicine.  

The main difficulties in realizing this strategy are due to political frictions not only in the 

central government but also in the local level that are responsible for the health care system.  

Besides promoting the country as a medical education center it should also promote the 

rapid transformation of the medical system that is in desperate need to be restructured by 

encouraging local medical graduates but also foreigners studying medicine in Romania to be part 

of this transformation.  
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The short comings of Romanian educational exchange are as following in relation to the 

governmental implication in this issue: 

- The Romanian offices abroad do not have a follow up program that will keep the 

connections with returnee students that have studied in Romania, the same can be said for the 

situation of Romanian students returning in the country 

- The Romanian government encourages students from countries that do not yet have 

strong relations with Romania to come and study while Romanian students more than often 

choose to study in countries that have long diplomatic relations with Romania 

- There are educational exchange programs initiated by the government that have been 

started but never completed leaving a negative image of the government in relation with its local 

students and foreign universities. 

In 2009, according to the statistics of UNESCO, the number of foreign students who 

came to Romania to study was of more than 10,000, while the number of Romanians studying 

abroad slightly exceeded 23,000. When comparing it to the previous years, the number of foreign 

students kept growing while the number of Romanian students in foreign countries met no 

significant fluctuations between 2006 and 2009. 

Out of the 23,000 Romanian university students studying in other countries, almost 4,000 

are in France, over 3,000 in Germany and Italy and more than 2,000 in the US , Hungary and 

Great Britain. 

When speaking of foreign students in Romania, about one third come from Moldova, and 

in the academic year 2011/2012 it is expected that their number grows as the Romanian 

government has increased the number of scholarships offered to these young people to almost 

2,000. 
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Also, over 1,000 students come from Tunisia, more than 500 from Greece and Israel and 

408 from Italy. Overall, 60% of the university students come from European countries, and the 

percent of foreign students in the total of students in 2009 was of 0.9%.
6
 

7.5.3 Promoting Movies  

 

The momentum for great emphasis on cultural promotion was 2013 Cannes Film Festival 

where Cristian Mugiu, a Romanian film director from the new Romanian wave cinema, was 

among the juries at the film festival.  

Since 2007 when the first Romanian movie from the new Romanian wave cinema was awarded 

the grand prize at Cannes Film Festival there has been a great attention given by the international 

media to Romanian movies and in a positive way.  

Romanian New Wave Cinema has been an international discussion topic since 2007 and 

played an important role in rehabilitating the image of post- communist Romania not only in 

Europe but most importantly in the United States, mainly due to the involvement of the 

Romanian Cultural Institute in New York.  No other national branding attempt made by the 

Romanian government in recent years has been as successful in putting the country on the world 

map as these movies. 

Politics in 2012 have changed the view of the government regarding the promotion of 

Romanian identity abroad and the Romanian New Wave Cinema is not considered as being 

representative for this task and is no longer supported by the government through the Romanian 

Cultural Institute as before 2012. 

The Romanian Cultural Institute since 2012 when the management resigned has a 

troubled existence since the core of its activity has changed leading to resignation of several 

important managers in the offices abroad.  

This momentum could have represented a starting point for the Romanian Cultural Center 

to engage in cooperation projects related to movies in the European countries where they have 

                                                           
6
 Dinu Patriciu Foundation, “In What Countries Romanian University Students Study and Where Foreign 

Students Learning in Romania Come From,” Dinu Patriciu Foundation, September 25, 2011, accessed June 3, 2013, 

https://www.fundatiadinupatriciu.ro/en/media_room/stiri/612 

https://www.fundatiadinupatriciu.ro/en/media_room/stiri/612
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offices. It is not enough to present to foreign audiences you cultural products but to create 

projects that will enable people from Romania to work together with people in the other 

European countries. This is of greater importance since there is a need for better understanding 

of Romanians in the European countries where there are constant negative news articles written 

about them. 

7.5.4 National Branding 

 

The 2013 momentum for national branding can be considered to be when the British 

media became the leading voice, among west European countries, to complain about Romanians 

in relation to migration. This could have presented an opportunity for the Romanian government 

to use public diplomacy in order to defend from the accusations primarily by changing the 

governmental discourse when presenting the country.  

Changing the message, at least for the European public at this particular time, that the 

government is not focusing its attention to promoting the country as a tourist destination but it is 

looking to create policies that will deal with emigration in such a way that will reduce the 

number of problems attributed to Romanians in European countries, but not infringing on their 

right to free movement gained in 2007 due to Romanian’s acceptance in the European Union, 

could have been a possible tactic in this situation that would have turned out with long term 

beneficial effects. 

The Romanian government chose to send out an official statement as to prove the 

traditional and serious character of the Romanian diplomacy when dealing with the United 

Kingdom, since the 

diplomatic relation between these countries started in 1880, and did not use the media to send out 

a message.  

From a diplomatic point of view the issues concerning Romanian immigration to the 

United Kingdom after 2014 has been solved as stated by the British ambassador to Romania on 

his blog.  
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The problems remaining are due to the continuity of negative news stories in west 

European newspapers especially United Kingdom. Here we encounter the limits of governmental 

engagement with the press as to the independence and impartiality of the press cannot be subject 

to governmental involvement.  

That is why we mention the most notable reaction from the Romanian media and its 

response to the British media. When referring to media only newspapers online and print are 

included in the discussion regarding the two countries and this dispute.  

“Why don’t you come over?” a campaign initiated by the Romanian newspaper “Gandul” 

in collaboration with GMP Advertising and WebStylerwas included in the United Kingdom 

major newspapers, as the Guardian. 

The positive attention that this campaign managed to attract in such a short time may be 

due to its emphasizing aspects of everyday life or characteristics of the people living in this 

country. This can lead to a first step in the changing the minds of foreign publics for the better 

about the people living here. 

All of this can be considered being strong points when talking about public diplomacy, 

having international media reporting in a positive way about you, yet it was not included in the 

governmental attempts to promote the country.  

The official promotion of Romania is done at the governmental level and is focused on 

promoting the country as a touristic attraction emphasizing the natural beauties of the country as 

we can see from official declarations made recently by representatives of the National Tourism 

Authority. 

Romania will be promoted in 2013 as a tourist destination by placing billboards and other 

outdoor advertising panels in the subway stations in cities across Germany, Russia, France, 

Austria, Italy and Spain Mirela Matichescu, Vice President of the National Tourism Authority 

(NTA) announced.in June 2013. 

Considering that emigration has become a temporary or permanent aspect in the lives of 

Romanian people linking emigration to the national discourse of the government in a direct or 

indirect way is not an overstretch idea.  
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The problem is not necessarily emigration but a lack of coordination and 

institutionalization of the process especially after the acceptance in the European Union in 2007. 

Lack of monitoring the movement of people, especially those going out of the country has even 

greater consequences as human trafficking.  

The concern is raised by the United States State Department in 2013 in the Annual 

Report on Trafficking in Persons. "Romanians remain a significant source of trafficking victims 

in Europe". "The Government does not fully comply with the minimum standards for the 

elimination of trafficking, however it is making significant efforts to do so. The Government 

demonstrated weak efforts to protect and assist victims although victim identification remained 

high.” 

Public diplomacy cannot make up for bad policies but it can start a discussion on the 

necessarily measures that a government must take as in the case of emigration and national 

image. 

7.6 Shortcomings 
 

As with the recommendations made by Simon Anthol in 2007 on how to better create an 

image for Romania and Wally Olins in 2009, both of which are highly regarded and respected in 

the field of national image creation, none of their ideas have been taken into consideration by the 

governmental institutions responsible for this task.  

Even in the recommendation presented in this paper we can identify elements that can 

lead to setbacks but in order to overcome lack of national identity and negative news article in 

foreign press steps must be done in improving. Public diplomacy is not an exact science and has 

critiques but it offers an opportunity for a government not only to take an introspective look at 

the country but also on how better to communicate with foreign publics.    

Nevertheless the European Union has become a true laboratory for public diplomacy 

experimentation, constantly pressing the boundaries of what is acceptable diplomatic behavior. 
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Among EU member states, walking the fine, invisible and undefined line between the acceptable 

and the unacceptable may nevertheless be problematic.
7
 

In this regard the recommendations presented in this section try not only to improve the 

situation by addressing the national identity and negative news in foreign media but also to 

advance the country’s public diplomacy in order to be more in line with other European 

countries.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
7
 Jan Melissen, “Beyond the new public diplomacy,”  Netherlands Institute of International Relations 

“Clingendael”, Clingendael Papers Nr. 3, 2011, p. 6, accessed December 9, 2012, 

http://www.clingendael.nl/sites/default/files/20111014_cdsp_paper_jmelissen.pdf 

http://www.clingendael.nl/sites/default/files/20111014_cdsp_paper_jmelissen.pdf
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8 Chapter VII – Conclusions 
 

This paper was set out to explore the main challenges of public diplomacy in the case of 

Romania after the 2007 European Union membership acceptance. The situation that presents 

itself after 2007 was only looked at in correlation to the country’s past attempts to create a 

national brand that includes elements of public diplomacy.  

For the most part the internal public diplomacy challenged discussed, meaning the 

difficulty of creating a national identity, can be identify as being present even before 2007 and 

continues to persist even after the acceptance to the European Union.   

From a country that was struggling to find an identity based on democratic values and 

strongly differentiating itself from its recent past, after the fall of the communism, in 2007 it 

became a country trying to figure out its role and position in a new European context in the same 

time still being a country that has not yet managed to re-invent itself after the first transitional 

period from communism to democracy.  

The same can be said about the external challenge, the negative news reports. Before 

2007 news articles published in West European media focused on difficulties in changes towards 

democratic reforms, social and economic challenges as well. After 2007 the same types of news 

predominantly remain present in foreign European news media but in more aggravated note 

considering the higher expectations that the country must meet now being part of the European 

community.  

Not being able to create an identity after the fall of communism and high expectations 

from the European community together create the situation in which Romania finds itself not 

only before 2007 but more visible after the European Union membership.  

This affects the way the main user of public diplomacy, the government, not only deals with 

public diplomacy but also how it uses it to foreign European audiences.  
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The first part of the paper is looking into theories regarding public diplomacy to have not only a 

better understanding of the term but and also the implications that it poses to scholars and 

practitioners.  

Public diplomacy does not replace traditional diplomacy. There are cases where countries 

still heavily rely on traditional diplomacy; others have a combination of both or have orientated 

their attention to using more of public diplomacy. Public diplomacy in this case should be 

evaluated according to the strategic narrative of the country and how the application of public 

diplomacy actions influences the country’s strategic narrative.  

The chapter that is dedicated to challenges, an example is used in order to illustrate how 

not having a clear national identity affects the way the government treats national image 

campaigns, mostly focused on tourism promotion with vague slogans that are hard to associate 

with the country that is using them and how some polices that are meant to help economically 

only accentuate the identity challenge. 

The response to lack of national identity and European high standards has only been the 

attempt to create national branding focused on tourism promotion. This cannot be sufficient 

especially after 2007 European Union membership when the two main challenges identify are 

even more predominant.  

Looking at European perceptions of Romania this idea is reinforced and taking the case 

of Romania’s public diplomacy actions in Great Britain after 2007 we can see the differences 

between the issues published in the local news media and what are the official soft power 

attempts are. There are also examples of positive news articles that are not used in the advantage 

of presenting a positive image to the foreign public. 

Every country presents a different set of characteristics and problems that can be used in 

order to create a public diplomacy strategy. Based on this idea and the challenges identify a set 

of possible recommendations are presented. 

These are based on the Value System Ranking as developed in the Country Brand Index 

2012- 2013 created to assist countries that are starting to be more engaged in public diplomacy. 

The system includes: investment, human capital, growth, sustainability and influence.  
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Adding to this are the foundations of soft power from international sources, that are 

already used by Romanian government, and domestic sources that are not yet fully used.  

Focusing on the development of a long term functional value system and the cultivation 

of domestic sources of soft power are essential in creating a substantial response to the national 

identity and negative foreign news and to create a long term effective public diplomacy for the 

European audience. 

Long term programs based on culture, education and image can be the next step in 

creating the public diplomacy strategy. Adding to this is the idea of public diplomacy 

momentums. Meaning that the listening component of public diplomacy can direct the actions of 

public diplomacy as opportunities arise.  

Being able to adapt the directions of public diplomacy request constant attention to what 

is new and trending and being able to create a right message in order to receive the wanted 

reactions. This does not mean that other public diplomacy actions should be stopped or 

marginalized. The focus here is on the communication strategy that should include the right 

message regarding the specific public diplomacy momentums.  

It is fair to mention that the momentums presented are hypothetical scenarios of what 

could be done but nevertheless some aspects, as movie promotion, can be identify as being to 

some extend actually part of the real national promotion efforts of Romania.   

Having a new perspective on public diplomacy may lead to the re-evaluation of the way 

that governmental ministries work together and overtime this too could contribute to the 

diminishing internal challenge. 

8.1 Topics for Additional Research 
 

This paper does not cover all the possible challenges posed to public diplomacy and does 

not take into consideration comparisons between countries. It would be interesting to see if the 

same challenges differ in the same period of time between countries with similar characteristics 

or shared past legacy.  
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Also comparison between what has been done before 2007 and before 2019 can be made 

in order to see the differences and the different understanding of public diplomacy.  

In the case of Romania the physical proximity is to Russia, country that still relies heavily 

on hard power when conducting its foreign policy, but its projected proximity is to West Europe, 

that includes advanced new public diplomacy attempts. Until now it remains a country that relies 

on traditional diplomacy but nevertheless is interested in developing its public diplomacy as well. 

This is why it is important to understand the challenges that contribute to the lack of its 

advancement in this regard. Difficulty in creating a national identity and negative foreign news 

are treated in this paper. No matter to which degree a government is engaged in public 

diplomacy there will be nevertheless an image that others will create and in this case it may not 

be the one that best reflects that country. 
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